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ABSTRACT
Studies of grafting polymer on surfaces with chemical bonds started in the 1970’s, but
few projects have focused on grafting polypeptide on spherical particles. In this research,
polypeptides poly(ε-carbobenzyloxy-L-lysine) (PCBL) or poly(γ-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLG)
were grafted on silica sphere surfaces by using the “grafting from” method. The polypeptidegrafted silica spheres are called SiPCPs. The growth of polypeptide chains as a function of
monomer amount and reaction time was explored. The properties of a mixture of PBLG rod-like
polymer and PBLG SiPCPs were investigated. At high concentrations of these two components,
the phase behavior was studied. At low concentrations of PBLG, the fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC) labeled PBLG SiPCPs were used as probes to measure the probe diffusion through the
PBLG matrix in pyridine. Because of the depletion-attraction effect, the mixture becomes very
viscous even at low concentrations; consequently the diffusion of probe is very slow. A
holographic fluorescence photobleaching recovery (FPR) instrument, which creates the grating
from the interference of two crossed beams, was developed to satisfy such a specific condition.
The polypeptides were grafted on silica spheres with a cobalt core inside, and Co-SiPCPs were
formed. Preliminary results demonstrate that these particles can respond to an external magnetic
field and the solvent can affect the magnetic behaviors of these particles.

xiv

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Uniform particles have been used in many applications such as probe diffusion,1-6
fundamental colloid characterization,7-10 surface modification,9-14 and particle physical
chemistry.10-17 Functionalization of these particles by modifying the particle’s surface18-31 or the
structure inside the particle32 is a new challenge in polymer science. In this study, properties of
polypeptide-grated SiO2 composite particles (SiPCPs) such as polypeptide growth, probe
diffusion, phase behavior, and Co-SiO2-polypeptide magnetic particles are explored.

1.1 Introduction of Polypeptides
A polypeptide is a chain of amino acids that contains carboxyl and amino groups. In figure
1.1, “R” presents the alkyl chain attached at the α-carbon position. About 20 common amino acids
are found in natural polypeptide.

R

OH
C

C

O

NH2

H

Figure 1.1 Structure of an amino acid.
R

OH
C
O

C

N

H

H

O

R

C

C

NH2

H

Peptide bond
Figure 1.2 Scheme of polypeptide bond.
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Amino acids are joined together through a peptide bond (Figure 1.2) to form a polypeptide
or protein. Pauling and Corey studied the geometrical and dimensional information, including the
interatomic distance, bond angle, and other parameters of a polypeptide chain by analyzing the
crystal structure of amino acid, peptide, and other protein-related materials.33 Figure 1.3 gives the
dimensions of a polypeptide chain and shows interatomic distance and bond angles. It is assumed
that all hydrogen bonds in a single polypeptide chain have the same length; the asymmetric amino
acid residue can rotate 180o along an axis, and the two opposite directions are equally favored.33

Figure 1.3 Dimension of polypeptide chain. (Copied from Ref. 33)
Pauling, et al., believed that the four atoms of the group H-N-C=O are on one plane called
the peptide plane, and the rotation of the plane may cause instability. The N-C peptide bond
(1.32Å) is shorter than the normal N-bond (1.47 Å) because it has 50% of the character of a double
bond.

2

1.1.1 Polypeptide Secondary Structures
Ungrafted (free) polypeptides have three basic common secondary structures: α helix, β
sheet, and random coil. The three common secondary structures are given in Figure 1.4. There are
several other structures including γ-helix, π-helices, ω-helices, β-turns, loops, etc.

α helix

β sheet

random coil

Figure 1.4 Three common secondary structures of polypeptide. (The structures were generated
with VMD software and PDB 1RR9)
Corey’s group confirmed that the γ- and α- helices are the only two helical conformations
that are stereochemically stable. The helical structure comes from hydrogen bonding:
N―H•••O=C, and their structures have been described in detail.33 Figures 1.5a and 1.5b are the
figures of two helices configuration of the polypeptide chain.
The number of residues per turn is not necessarily integral.33 The γ- helix has a 5.1residue/ turn. The rise (per residue) changes slightly with the varied distance of N-H•••O bond. If
the distance of N-H•••O is 2.72Å, the rise per residue is 0.97Å; if the distance is 2.78Å, the rise
increases to 0.98Å, while for α-helix, the hydrogen bond distance is 2.75Å, and the rise/turn is

3

1.47Å. Poly-γ-methyl-L-glutamate and poly-γ-benzyl-L-glutamate are two typical synthetic
helical polypeptides.33-35

a

b

Figure 1.5 The two helical structures of polypeptide. a): The helix with 5.1 residues per turn; b):
The helix with 3.7 residues per turn. (Both copied from Ref. 33)
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1.1.2 Poly-γ-benzyl-L-glutamate and Poly (ε-carbobenzoxy-L-lysine)
Figure 1.6 is the structure of poly (α-amino acids). Two polypeptides Poly (γ-benzyl-Lglutamate) (PBLG) and Poly (ε-carbobenzoxy-L-lysine) (PCBL) are studied in this dissertation.

HN

H

O

C

C
n

R

For PBLG: R= CH2CH2CO2CH2C6H5;

For PCBL: R= (CH2)4NHCO2CH2C6H5

Figure 1.6 General structure of poly (α-amino acids).
Introduced by Leuchs in 1906,36 synthetic polyglutamates can be synthesized by ringopening polymerization using N-carboxy anhydrides (NCA) as monomer. Figure 1.7 gives the
general structure of NCA.
O
R
O
HN
O

For BLG-NCA: R= CH2CH2CO2CH2C6H5

For CBL-NCA: R= (CH2)4NHCO2CH2C6H5

Figure 1.7 General structure of amino acid NCA.
Phosgene gas37 or phosgene derivatives38,39 have been used to synthesize NCA; however,
the byproduct HCl may lead to side reactions. In 1998, Daly, et al,40 reported a triphosgene
substitute for phosgene. Since triphosgene provides a triple equivalent of phosgene in situ, less HCl
is produced, decreasing side reactions. Several mechanisms were reported for “amine-initiated”

5

polymerization of NCA, such as the “amine mechanism” (also called the “protic mechanism”
[Figure 1.8]). It was first reported by Wessely41 and Waston, 42 and the process is as follows: 1)
primary amine (1) attacks C-5 NCA monomer (2) and opens the ring; 2) carbon dioxide is
eliminated from the intermediate (3) and the new attacking molecules with primary amine end
group (4) is formed; 3) the intermediate (4) reacts with another NCA monomer for further
polymerization. The reaction has a living character since highly nucleophilic alkylamine (including
n- butylamine and n- hexylamine) initiates the reaction much faster than the chain-end amine
group, consequently, the initiation is faster than propagation. Unfortunately, it is difficult to get a
high molecular weight by using this type of initiator because of the termination reaction, such as
cyclization of chain ends.43
Another mechanism called the “carbamate mechanism” (Figure 1.9) was reported by
Idelson and Blout.44 The first step is the same as in the amine mechanism: the primary amine (1)
attacks the NCA monomer (2), then the intermediate (3) is formed. In the next steps, the primary
amine is strong enough to deprotonate the intermediate carbamic acid (3) and the intermediate
(3’) is formed; then 3’ reacts with the NCA monomer (2) to produce intermediate anhydride 6. A
new polypeptide bond is formed and the polymerization proceeds after decarboxylation.
In 1956, Blout and Carslon polymerized high molecular weight PBLG by using BLGNCA as the monomer and tertiary amine as the initiator.44 In 1961, Bamford45 first reported the
“activated monomer mechanism” which used strongly basic amine, e.g., the tertiary amine, in
Blout’s experiment as an initiator. The “activated monomer mechanism” is described in Figure
1.8. The strongly basic amine (1), here it is tertiary amine, deprotonates the NCA monomer (2)
and the “activated monomer” 2’ is formed. Then 2’attacks another NCA monomer to form
intermediate 8. There are 3 possibilities for intermediate 8 to continue the polymerization. 1)

6

Reacts with NCA monomer. 2) Forms intermediate 9 after decarboxylation and protonation, and
then intermediate (9) reacts with monomer. 3) Intermediate (9) reacts with electrophilic N-acylNCA (2’). The three opportunities result in a broad molecular-weigh-distribution polypeptide
product.

O
R'

NH2
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O
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+

N
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O
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H
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H
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+
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- nCO2
H

O
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H

N
N

R'
O

N
CH

n

H

H

R

5
Figure 1.8 The “amine mechanism”.
Besides amines, the ring-opening polymerization of NCA can be initiated by water
molecules,46,47 metal salts 46, and transition metal-amine complexes such as the nickel complex
introduced by Deming’s group.48-54
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PBLG is the most frequently studied polypeptide.55 It has a rigid rod-like α-helix
conformation33-56 which is stable up to 160 oC and the helical structure can only be disturbed by
strong acids such as trifluoro acetic acid (TFA) and dichloroethylene (DCA). PBLG can be
dissolved in several solvents, including chloroform, DCA, tetrahydrofuran (THF), formamide, and
some mixed solvent, but only pyridine, N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF), nitrobenzene, benzyl
alcohol, and m-cresol can dissolve PBLG without causing aggregation.57
PBLG has well-defined chain conformation in solution.55 In contrast, most common
synthetic polymers lose their long-range order in solution. PBLG can change its conformation from
α-helix to random coil corresponding to the change of the environmental conditions;18-22,58-65 thus,
the macromolecular properties of ordered, disordered, and intermediate states can be investigated
at the same time.66
PCBL was first synthesized by Blout, et al., in the late 1950’s by using CBL-NCA as
monomer. The degree of polymerization was reported to be over 5000.67 The polymerizations
were initiated by sodium methoxide in the solvent dioxane.67,68 The optical rotatory dispersion
and infrared studies indicated that PCBL has a helical conformation in CHCl3 and DMF; the
helix-to-coil transition happens in mixed solvents which have a strong hydrogen bonding
component such as DCA. In DCA/CH2Cl2 mixture, the helix-coil transition occurs at about 35%
DCA in CH2Cl2 at about 25 °C, and the transition temperature increases with increased
concentration of DCA.60 The helix-coil transition also occurs in a DCA/DCE mixture.69
Besides the solvent used, temperature is another factor that can transfer PCBL from helix → coil
or vice versa. Heat capacity, optical rotation, and dielectric dispersion measurements all show
that the sharp inverse transition of PCBL occurs around 30 oC in m-cresol 70,71,72 regardless of the
molecular weight and concentration.72
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Figure 1.9 The “carbamate mechanism”.
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The transition of helix → coil may induce a size change. In dilute solution, one can trace
the transition by using light scattering, which is discussed in detail in a later section. In a
concentrated sample, observation of the crystal/amorphous structure by using cross-polarized
optical microscopy is a simple and visual method to check the helix → coil transition of PBLG
and PCBL.66 The experimental results of the helix-coil transition of PCBL in m-cresol are
presented in section 3.3.

1.2 Surface Grafting of Polymer
Polymer thin films can be deposited on substrates such as SiO2 wafers or glass slides by
spin-coating,73 solvent casting,74 the Langmuir Blodgett (LB) method 75-79, or the layer-by-layer
(L-B-L) self-assembly technique.80,81 Surface-pressure-driven LB film and a static-attraction
driven L-B-L assembly also provide the opportunity to make multilayer structures. Polymer
molecules are absorbed and they stay on the surface “physically”. This means there is no
chemical bond involved, and the film can be taken off by mechanical force. Figures 1.11 and
1.12 are the schematic representation of the procedure of LB deposition and L-B-L assembly. In
the LB procedure, the monolayer of polymer dispersed on the surface of the liquid is transferred
to the solid substrate by immersing and emerging the substrate in the liquid (detail is in Figure
1.11).82 The polymer normally has a hydrophilic group at one end and a hydrophobic group at the
other end. The multilayer structure can be built on the substrate by simply repeating the
“immersing and emerging” steps.
Unlike the LB process, for the L-B-L process the charged solid support is sequentially
immersed in a solution that contains a polyelectrolyte with the opposite charge of the support; and
then in a solution that contains a polyelectrolyte with the same charge as the support after it is
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rinsed briefly. By repeating these steps, alternating polyion assemblies can be obtained with
reproducible layer thicknesses.
Grafting polypeptides on solid surfaces with a chemical bond began in the early 1970’s.
Hamann, et al., reported grafting co-polypeptide from an SiO2 surface functionalized with an
aminophenyl group [figure 1.11a ] in 1974.83 One year later, the same group successfully grafted
homopolymer (polystyrene and poly [vinylpyridine]) on an SiO2 surface modified with
[(mercaptonaphthyl)azo]phenyl groups.84 Figure 1.13 “a” and “b” give the chemical structures of
these two SiO2 modifying groups

water
water

substrate

a

b

c

d

Figure 1.11 Langmuir-Blodgett film depositions (Y-type) on a hydrophilic substrate. a)
monolayer on the surface of water; b) first layer deposited on the substrate; c)second layer on the
substrate; d) third layer on the substrate (Adapted from Ref.79)
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Figure 1.12 Procedure of L-B-L assembly. (Adapted from Ref.81)
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Figure 1.13 Two SiO2 modifying groups. a): Chemical structure of aminophenyl group; b):
Chemical structure of [(mercaptonaphthyl)azo]phenyl group
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In 1996, Wieringa, et al.85, introduced a new solvent-free method to generate poly (methylL-glutamate) layers on silicon wafers by spin-coating the monomer NCA, which was dissolved in
THF, on a wafer followed by evaporation of solvent and polymerization in the melt. In 1998,
Chang and Frank86 applied a chemical-vapor-deposition technique to graft homo-polypeptide on
silicon wafer. Later, Wang and Chang improved this method to graft co-polypeptides on silicon
oxide surfaces.87,88 Besides many grafting experiments carried out on flat surfaces,89-94 there are
also many reports of random coil polymers such as polystyrene,95 poly (methylmethacrylate)96 or
poly (ethyleneoxide)97 covalently or noncovalently attached to particle surfaces. However, not
much research focuses on grafting polypeptide to spherical particles.
Grafting methods can be grouped into two categories: “grafting onto” (Figure 1.14a) and
“growing from” (Figure 1.14b). In the “grafting onto” method, polymer chains are attached to a
surface through their N- or C- terminals that can react with surface functional groups. In the
“grawing from” method, polymer chains “grow up” from the surface, which means that the
polymerization is initiated by surface-attached species and proceeds on the surface. Both
methods have advantages and disadvantages. For the “grafting onto” method, the molecular
weight and the dispersity of the attached polymer can be controlled and measured before the
polymer is affixed to the surface. Conformation of the resulting polypeptide film is easily
controlled because it is determined only by the conformation of the original polypeptide and the
surface-denatured states. Aggregation and steric hindrance are two big problems. Poor solubility
of synthetic polypeptides in typical organic solvents worsens the aggregation; at the same time,
steric hindrance gets more serious when surface density increases. Moreover, the rod-like polymer
may destabilize the silica dispersion before the coating reaction occurs. “Growing from”
overcomes some of the disadvantages of the “grafting onto” method, but in most cases, it is
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impossible to characterize the polymer directly since the polymer is synthesized from the surface.
In addition, strict polymerization conditions such as dry solvent need to be considered. Figure 1.12
describes the two methods.

Monomer
Monomer
Polymerize
Initiated on the
surface and then
Polymerize

Functionalized surface

Graft

a

b

Figure 1.14 Scheme of two surface grafting methods. a): “grafting onto” method; b): “growing
from” method
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Grafted polymer chains may have different conformations and abilities to change the
conformation due to motion constraint. For PBLG and its family protein members, Chang, et al.,
claim that “grafting onto” and “growing from” may create grafted PBLG with different
conformations.98 “Grafting onto” typically forms β sheet and α helix structures but it might depend
on modification of the substrates. “Growing from” normally produces random coil structures.
Moreover, all these variations come from intermolecular interaction and the interaction between
polypeptides and substrates. Water-soluble polypeptides, poly (L-lysine) (PLL)99 and poly (Lglutamic acid) (PLGA ),100 which are debenzylated from PCBL and PBLG, respectively, can
change conformation by changing the concentration of salt(s) , surfactant, or pH of environments.
The orientation of helical PBLG can be aligned by the “solvent quenching” treatment101,102 where
polymer chains can get “relaxed” and are stretched out in a good solvent. Meanwhile, the
unidirectional structures are frozen by a bad solvent. Good and bad solvent pairs can be
chloroform/acetone, DMF/water, tetrahydrofuran/hexane, or dioxane/methanol whenever the
solvent pair is miscible.

1.3 Dissertation Overview
The overall aim of this study is to synthesize and characterize the SiPCPs (much of the
synthesis work was done by Erick Soto-Cantu). There are several reasons why SiO2 particles are
chosen as the grafted substrate. First, silica particles can be made with variable sizes and they
cost less than silver103 or gold104 particles. Moreover, they are easily functionalized and can be
dissolved by HF105 to yield polypeptide hollow shells, assuming the shell material can be cross
linked. The radii of the SiO2 particles are around 20-100 nm and the “growing from” method was
chosen to produce SiPCPs in order to minimize the steric hindrance problem and the potential
instability in mixtures of rod-like polypeptide and spherical particles.
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In this dissertation, at first the “living polymerization” character is explored, and this
method is used to graft copolymer on the SiO2 surface. Secondly, the physical properties of
mixtures of polypeptide and SiPCPs at low and high concentrations are studied. Then the
construction of the holographic Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery (FPR) used to measure
extremely low diffusion coefficients is discussed. Finally, the effects of the polymer shell on CoSiO2 nanoparticles’ magnetic behavior are discussed.
Chapter 2 describes the synthesis of SiPCPs with the method of reacting an NCA
monomer with a 3-aminopropyltrimethoxy silane (APS)-functionalized SiO2 sphere surface. The
living feature of the polymerization is measured using dynamic light scattering and static light
scattering. With the same approach of grafting homopolypeptide, block-copolymer PBLG/ PCBL
is able to grow on the spherical surface.
The stability of mixtures of rod-like polymers and SiPCPs is investigated. In Chapter 3,
dilute and concentrated mixtures are studied. At low concentrations, probe diffusion of SiPCP is
measured by using a fluorescence photo-bleaching recovery (FPR) and dynamic light scattering
(DLS); at high concentrations the phase separation is visualized by using polarized microscopy.
In order to measure an extremely low diffusion coefficient of a fluorescence-labeled
probe, a narrower optical grating is necessary. The construction of the holographic FPR
instrument, in which the grating space can be as narrow as the wavelength of the incident laser
beam, is illustrated in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 5, some preliminary results of the magnetic SiPCPs are presented. The
magnetic SiPCPs have nano-sized cobalt cores, and it shows superparamagnetism. The polymer
shell has an effect on the particles’ alignment and disassociation.
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CHAPTER 2

LIVING FEATURE OF SiPCPs

2.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter 1, grafting polypeptides on solid surfaces can be traced back to
the 1970’s.1;2 Two different methods were applied to chemically graft polypeptides on solid
surfaces. In the “grafting onto” method, preformed polymers are deposited on a surface through
the reaction between the surface-active groups and the active-end groups of the polymer chains.
In the “growing from” method, the polymerization is initiated and progresses after monomers
come in contact with the surface bounded initiators. Thicker polymer layers can be obtained
through the “growing from” method because of the elimination of steric hindrance (details are
described in Chapter 1). The “growing from” method has been widely reported for creating
polypeptide-grafted surfaces.3-12 In 1998, Frank, et al., grafted PBLG on silicon surfaces by
using a chemical-vapor-deposition technique, 13 and with a similar procedure Chang, et al.,
produced PLPA (poly-L- phenylalanine) –PBLG and PBLG-PCBL diblock copolymer-grafted
surfaces.6 Wieringa was able to deposit poly (L-glutamates) on silicone surfaces in solution.3;14
In this study, SiO2 colloidal particles were functionalized with APS to introduce amino
groups on their surfaces, which will act as initiator for the polymerization. The PBLG, PCBL, or
the diblock copolypeptides grew from the spherical surfaces through ring-opening
polymerization of NCA monomers with active NH2 groups at the end of polymer chains. These
active end groups allow the polymer to grow as more and more monomer is added. This gives
the polypeptide chains a “living” character. So by this method we can control the architecture of
the polypeptides by changing the concentration of monomer and the reaction time. In this chapter,
the polymerization as a function of time and the effect of the amount of monomer was explored.
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2.2 Experiments
2.2.1 Materials
Functionalized SiO2 particles and NCA derivatives, including BLG-NCA and CBL-NCA,
were provided by Erick Soto-Cantu. The solvent m-cresol (99%) and the anhydrous solvent
pyridine (99.8%) were purchased from Aldrich and were used without further purification.
Nanopure water was obtained by using Barnstead Nanopure Water System (18MΩ).
2.2.2 Sample Preparation
Two procedures were used to synthesize SiPCPs, in situ and “big batch.”
2.2.2.1 Synthesis of SiPCPs in situ1
The PCBL-grafted SiO2 particles were synthesized by the following procedure. A 1-mL
suspension of amino-functionalized silica particles (0.24 g/mL) in pyridine was injected into a
50-mL solution of 0.12 g CBL-NCA dissolved in pyridine. The released CO2 gas was captured
and transferred to 50 mL of 1N NaOH. NaHCO3 formed with the reaction of CO2 and NaOH was
titrated to determine the amount of CO2 produced. The reaction was under N2 and one mL of the
reaction mixture was taken out for light scattering measurement after three days. One mL of a
CBL-NCA mixture with the desired concentration was added and three days later, one mL of the
CBL-NCA reaction mixture (at a new concentration) was taken out for DLS measurement. This
procedure was repeated four times. The samples extracted from each step were measured by light
scattering after three weeks and after one year. (The synthesis was performed by Sibel Turksen.)
2.2.2.2 Synthesis of the SiPCPs in situ2
One mL of pyridine was added to a pre-cleaned DLS tube, and then a 5-10 µL suspension
of APS-functionalized Stöber spheres (0.049 g/ml) was added. The sample was homogenized by
using a vortex mixture and then sonicated to ensure the Stöber spheres were dispersed in the
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solvent evenly, followed by the addition of 5-15 mg BLG-NCA or CBL-NCA monomers.
Several light scattering measurements were made in a period of several days, and the sample was
sonicated in Branson 2510 bath sonicator for 10-15 minutes before each DLS and static light
scattering (SLS) measurement. More NCA monomer was added to the DLS tube directly and
then the sample was measured by light scattering. The addition and measurement routine was
repeated for 4-5 consecutive times.
For these in situ methods, the sample was less prone to be contaminated; however, the
productivity is very low and it is impossible to provide enough samples for thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) measurement.
2.2.2.3 Synthesis of SiPCPs in big batch
Eleven grams of BLG-NCA was dissolved in ~ 100 mL of anhydrous THF, and then 0.95
g of functionalized Stöber spheres in THF (10% amino groups) (ES.3.3.36A) (0.11718 g/mL) (Rh
=103.2 nm) were added. The released CO2 was captured and transferred to a cylinder filled with
mineral oil. The volume of CO2 was determined by measuring the volume of mineral oil
displaced by CO2. The reaction was completed after 6 days until the production of CO2 was null.
Then the SiPCPs were washed in pyridine (centrifugation-redispersion) 3-4 times. (The synthesis
was performed by Erick Soto-Cantu.)
2.2.3 Characterization Techniques
2.2.3.1 Dynamic Light Scattering
DLS was used to determine the size of the SiPCPs dispersed in solvent. The custom-built
instrument uses an ALV5000 wide-range digital autocorrelator and an HeNe laser source
operating at 632.8 nm. Measurements were conducted from 30° to 90° in 15° increments.
Cumulants15 analysis was used to fit the data. By using the following equations, one can
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calculate the diffusion coefficient and hydrodynamic radii of the particles. Through the electric
field autocorrelation function g (1) (t ) , one can obtain the decay rate ( Γ ), which is the reciprocal
of the decay time and consequently can calculate the diffusion coefficient Dm (equation 2.1 and
2.2)
g (1) (t ) = e − Γt

equation 2.1

Г = τ −1 = q 2 Dm

equation 2.2

Where Dm is the mutual diffusion coefficient, and q is the scattering vector defined as

q=

4nπ sin (θ / 2 )

λ0

equation 2.3

where n is the refractive index of the solvent. θ is the scattering angle and λ0 is the wavelength
of incident laser. Dm becomes Do in a very diluted solution. The hydrodynamic radius of a
sample molecule (Rh) can be calculated by the Stokes – Einstein equation:
Rh =

kT
6πη o Do

equation 2.4

where k is Boltzmann’s constant; T is the temperature in Kelvin; and ηo is viscosity of solvent.
2.2.3.2 Static Light Scattering
The SLS technique was applied to measure the size of the SiO2 core of the SiPCPs. SLS
experiments were made with self-built equipment incorporating a red laser at wavelength λo =
632.8 nm in vacuo. The scattering angle, θ, ranged from 30° to 90° with an interval angle of 5°.
The radius of gyration, Rg, can be calculated from a Guinier plot when the product qRg is
sufficiently small (qRg < ~1, depending on shape). The Guinier relation is:
ln( I (q )) = ln( I (0)) −
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q 2 Rg2
3

equation 2.5

where q = 4πn sin(θ / 2) / λo , I (0 ) is the scattering intensity extrapolated to q = 0 and n is the
refractive index of the solution. For uniform spheres, Rg is smaller than R:
Rg =

3
R =0.775 R (uniform spheres)
5

equation 2.6

Rather than use a linear fit to the low-angle data, which are often too few in number or
corrupted by inhomogeneities or stray light, one may profitably fit many points to a known form
factor. The downside of such an approach is that a shape and corresponding form factor,16;17
P(qR ) = I(q)/I(q = 0), must be assumed (the form factor is sometimes described as P(θ ) ). This

approach is effective for the large spheres and their aggregates in this study. For uniform
spheres of radius R,18
2

2

9π J 3 / 2 (u )
⎡ 3(sin u − u cos u ) ⎤
=
P(q) = I(q)/I(q = 0) = ⎢
3
⎥
2
u
u3
⎣
⎦

equation 2.7

Where u = qR and J3/2 is the spherical Bessel function of order 3/2. Data were fitted to equation
2.7 by adjusting I (q = 0) and R using Microsoft Excel’s Solver, a versatile nonlinear least-

squares algorithm. In this dissertation, RSLS is defined as (Rsphere fit + Rg,Guinier plot ⋅ 5 / 3 )/2.
2.2.3.3 Differential Refractometer
A Brice-Phoenix (BP) differential refractometer was used to determine the refractive
index of the polypeptides. Light meets the sample cell by passing through a wavelength filter,
mirror, and adjustable slit. Four different wavelength filters are available; they are red (heliumneon laser, λ =632.8 nm), orange (sodium lamp D line, λ =589 nm), green (argon ion laser, λ =
514.5 nm), and blue (argon ion laser, λ = 488 nm). The sample cell is a cubic glass cell with a
glass wall inside which is inclined at an angle from the incident beam as Figure 2.1 shows.
According to Snell’s law, there would be deflection between the incident light and the output
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light if the refractive index of sample 1 (n1) and sample 2 (n2) are different. After the output light
goes through a series of optical elements, the measurable signal, which is proportional to Δn =
n1-n2, can be obtained by the aid of a microscope. In order to get the refractive index of a
polymer, diluted polymer solutions in different solvent are prepared. The solvent and the
corresponding solutions are placed in the two parts of the cubic cell as sample 1 and sample 2.
By plotting the change of the signals between the solvent and the solution (y axis) vs. the
refractive index (x axis), the refractive index of the polymer can be obtained as the interception
of the x-axis.

Incident light

S1: sample 1

S1

S2: sample 2
Output light

S2

Figure 2.1 Scheme of sample cell of BP differential refractometer.
2.2.3.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
A JEOL 100 CX TEM was used to visualize the polypeptide-grafted particles. (The
experiments were performed by Erick Soto-Cantu with help of Cindy Henk.)
2.2.3.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
Thermogravimetric analysis was used to measure the weight loss of the SiPCPs. The
experiments were performed by using the Seiko EXSTAR 6000 system. A sample of 5 mg mass
was heated from room temperature to 1000 oC with the rate of 20 oC/min under air flow ( 20
mL/min).(The experiments were performed by Erick Soto-Cantu.)
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 The TEM Images of Core-Shell Structure

After the SiPCPs were synthesized by the big-batch method (section 2.2.2.3), some
particles were taken out for TEM experiments. Figure 2.2 is the images of SiO2 particles.

Figure 2.2 TEM image of SiO2 particles (ES 3.127A). (Picture is provided by Erick Soto-Cantu.)
The size (diameter) of the SiO2 is around 50-100 nm, and after the PBLG was graft on the
SiPCPs (picture is not shown here), the size of the particles grows to 300-400 nm in diameter.
The surfaces of SiO2 spheres are smooth, and particles contact each other. After the PBLG was
grafted, surfaces of the particles became coarse, with radiating spikes evident on the surfaces.
This result demonstrates that the polypeptides were grafted on the SiO2 spheres successfully by
the “growing from” routine. TGA data (Figure 2.3) also confirms there are grafted PBLG
polypeptides.
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Figure 2.3 TGA results of SiO2 particles and PBLG SiPCPs. (SiO2 particles: ES3.127A; PBLG
SiPCPs: ES3.128B. Figure is provided by Erick Soto-Cantu)
In Figure 2.3, one can see the SiO2 particles lose about 10.5 % (red line) of total weight,
and there is no more weight lost after the temperature is raised to 500°C. The weight loss is from
the absorbed moisture of SiO2 particles, and the partilces are totally dried when the temperature
is above 500°C. The moisture absorption of silica is also observed by Odlyha, et al.19 For SiPCPs
(black line), there is a big drop of wt % curve (weight loss is about 23.5%) at about 300 °C,
which should be the decomposition of PBLG. The second drop at 400-500 °C, in a similar trend
as the wt % curve of SiO2 particles, is the loss of moisture.
2.3.2 Refractive Index Matching

For polymer-grafted spheres, at least two material layers exist: the outside polymer
“shell” and the inside SiO2 “core” (There could be even more layers, e.g., in the magnetic sphere
experiments, the core is a Co-SiO2 sphere). All these layers have different densities and possibly
different refractive indexes. If the refractive index (n) of the outer polymer shell is very close to
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that of the solvent, there will be no scattering from the polymer shell; therefore, the Rg obtained
will be that of the core. Figure 2.3 shows the difference of the refractive index of the PCBL
solution characterized by the BP differential refractometer (model BP-2000-V). The intercept of
the X axis (the axis of refractive index) indicates the refractive index of PCBL. Here we used the
average of the results from 0.1 wt% and 1 wt% solution. From Figure 2.3, one can see that PBLG
(n =1.544) and m-cresol (n =1.541) have a very similar refractive index. Therefore, in the PCBLcoated sphere/ m-cresol mixture, the PCBL shell will scatter almost nothing and the Rg obtained
will be that of the core. The refractive index of PBLG is assumed to be the same as PCBL. The
refractive index of pyridine is 1.510, which is a very close refractive index as PBLG or PCBL
compared with SiO2 (n = 1.445),20 even though it is not as perfectly matched as m-cresol.
1.8

1% solution
0.1 solution

∆ D (sample)- ∆D (solvent)

1.6

Linear (1% solution)
Linear (0.1 solution)

THF
1.4

DMF

1.2

Y=A+B*X
1

Parameter Value
Error
-------------------------------------A
16.7
0.8
B
-10.8
0.5

Y=A+B*X

0.8

Parameter Value
Error
---------------------------------------A
2.0
0.3
B
-1.3
0.2

0.6

Pyridine

0.4

THF

DMF

0.2

m-cresol

0
1.4

1.42

1.44

1.46

1.48

1.5

1.52

1.54

1.56

Refractive index
Figure 2.4 Refractive index measurement of PCBL. (Mw=10,000, Sigma). Two concentration
samples (0.1 wt% and 1 wt%) were measured. The interception of the X axis (refractive index)
indicates the refractive index of PCBL.
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2.3.3 The Living Character of SiPCPs

2.3.3.1 Living Feature SiO2-PCBL in Pyridine
The sample was made by the in situ1 method (ST4.25A-E). Figure 2.5 shows the growth
of the PCBL polymer chain on a SiO2 surface with an increased amount of monomer added. The
middle panel plots the dynamic radius of SiO2-PCBL particles vs. concentration of monomer.
RDLS is proportional to the monomer added. The measurement shows that the reaction is almost
completed in less than three days and the RDLS only changes slightly after 3 weeks. On the
bottom panel, the low value of the polydispersity index (μ2 /Г2) indicates the particles are nearly
monodispersed comparable to latex standards. These results suggest that it is possible to control
the polymer shell thickness by controlling the amount of monomer added. However, one cannot
calculate the chain growth simply by the amount of monomer added. The quantity of monomer is
just one of the factors; the surface density is another issue to determine the length of the
polypeptide chain raised from the surface. Riffle, et al.21, used back titration to quantify the
amino group bound to the surface, but it seems likely that not all the amino groups on SiO2 can
react with monomer because of surface hindrance. The situation is worse after the
polymerization starts and some grown polymer chains occupy the space on the surface. The
samples were also investigated by SLS after two months. It was possible to determine the size of
the SiO2 core by using SLS since the PCBL shell almost doesn’t scatter in pyridine. Therefore,
the SLS data could provide the information of the aggregation, which also appears as a bigger
hydrodynamic radius. The value of RSLS was determinded by multiplying the Rg value from
Guinier plots by

5 / 3 and also obtained by nonlinear least squares fitting to the form factor

equation for spheres.18 The average value is plotted in Figure 2.5. The difference supplies the
estimated error bars. Within error, Rg does not increase with added monomer. This result
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confirms that only particle shell size increases with the polymerization, and the core size is not
affected. Measurements at lower angles indicated slightly larger values, which may suggest
aggregation after two months. The aggregation could be reversed by sonication, even after one
year. The results of Dapp radius vs. scattering vector of PCBL-coated silica particles, which were
measured at different monomer concentrations, indicate the particle size is independent of the
scattering angle for all different concentrations of monomer measured. This result demonstrates
the uniformity of the particle growth.
Table 2.1 shows the size change of PCBL-coated silica particles (ST4.25D) over one
year. The sample used for this analysis was produced at 0.004 g/mL added monomer. The results
show that the aggregation is reversible by repetitive sonication. After sonicating the sample
twice, the particle radius, Rh, returned to a value similar to that measured one year earlier. The
sample was centrifuged and a drop of water was added to verify the absence of free polymer
initiated by solvent and the broken polymer from sonication (see next paragraph). The downward
trend of the polydispersity index, μ2/Γ2, with angle can be explained by some persistent
aggregates that could not be separated into individual particles by sonication.
The sample was centrifuged at 3000 rpm (centrifugal force ≈ 11.9 kg·m·s-2) for 1 hour
after all these measurements were completed, and the supernatant phase was measured by DLS.
If the supernatant phase scatters enough light, it means there were possibly some free polymers
which may increase the viscosity of the mixture and consequently let the Rh appear larger. No
scattering signal of the supernatant phase was observed, and there was no white precipitate
produced after the one drop of water was added. This provides strong evidence for the lack of
free polymer or broken polymer from sonication in the mixture.
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Figure 2.5 Light scattering results for PCBL SiPCPs in pyridine as a function of concentration of
monomer.(ST4.25A-E) Upper pane: RSLS data point was obtained by taking the average of a
value from a nonlinear fit to the spherical particle form factor and another from a Guinier plot,
multiplied by 5 / 3 to reflect the conversion from Rg to R. The difference supplies the estimated
error bars. Middle panel: Hydrodynamic radii of PCBL SiPCPs as function of monomer
concentration by using multi-angle light scattering. The tests were done 3 days and 3 weeks after
the monomer was added; Lower panel: polydispersity index, μ2/Γ2, error bars reflect average
over different scattering angles.
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Table 2.1 Rh and Rg of PCBL SiPCPs (0.004 g/mL monomer added) (ST4.25D)
Rh

Rg (SLS)

(DLS)

(Guinier)

μ2/Γ2

μ2/Γ2

μ2/Γ2

μ2/Γ2 trend

30°

90°

Avg

with q2

0.04 ±

0.03 ±

0.04 ±

0.07

0.09

0.02

0.19 ±

0.12±

0.16 ±

(no sonication)

0.01

0.08

0.05

1 year later

0.14 ±

0.05 ±

0.13±

1 sonication

0.05

0.00

0.04

1 year later

0.20 ±

0.06 ±

0.13 ±

0.01

0.02

0.06

Time

3 weeks later

(nm)

(nm)

111 ± 1

78 ± 5

no trend

1 year later
170 ± 7

123 ± 1

down

109 ± 5

104 ± 6

down

-------------

st

down

77 ± 3

nd

2 sonication
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2.3.3.2 Living Feature of SiO2- PBLG in Pyridine
BLG-NCA can also polymerize on the SiO2 surface just like CBL-NCA, and the product
is a SiO2 – PBLG sphere.22 In this part, the “living feature” at short-time range was studied. The
sample was made by the in situ2 routine. The Stöber spheres and BLG-NCA were provided by
Erick Soto-Cantu. CO2 gas was released occasionally under N2 instead of being trapped with
NaOH. The 7 mg NCA (the average amount of NCA added) would produce 0.6 mL CO2
maximally, which is less than 5% of the volume of the DLS tube, so it is assumed the pressure
change will not affect the equilibrium of the reaction.
Figure 2.6 shows the PBLG polymer chains’ growth increased with an increasing amount
of added monomer (JQ3.69A). The numbers “1-4” represent four sequential monomer additions.
The broken-lines present the trend of Rh, Rg and Rspherical fit (the definitions of Rg and Rspherical fit
are in section 2.2.3.2). At steps 1-4, 5.1 mg, 5.3 mg, 4.9 mg, and 5.5 mg BLG-NCA were added
to the reaction suspension. Both Rg and Rspherical fit almost remained the same with an increased
amount of monomer, which confirms the sample is not aggregated. The “stair-like” trend of Rh
means: 1) the NH2 groups at the end of PBLG chain always keep active, so the polymerization
could be reactivated with every addition; 2) the reaction was completed in just one day. After
one day, the Rh stayed unchanged, and one can see the flat plateau for the following couple of
days; 3) with a similar amount of monomer added in each step, the increments of Rh are similar
at each step. To exam the presence of free polymer, the technique described above for PCBLSiPCPs were used. After all the measurements of sample JQ 3.69A were completed, the sample
was centrifuged at 3000 rpm (centrifugal force ≈ 11.9 kg·m·s-2) for 1 hour. The supernatant phase
was measured by DLS and then one drop of water was added in. Lack of scattering signal and no
white precipitate observed confirmed there was no free polymer.
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Figure 2.6 Size growth of PBLG SiPCPs as a function of time and the amount of monomer
added. (JQ3.69A). 5.1 mg, 5.3mg, 4.9 mg and 5.5 mg BLG-NCA monomer was added at steps 14 respectively. DLS (Rh) was obtained from multi-angle DLS measurements; SLS (Rg) data was
from a Guinier plot; and SLS (Rspherical fit, definition is in section 2.2.3.2) was from a nonlinear fit
to the spherical particle form factor.
Table 2.2 is the comparison of two samples with different amounts of monomer added.
For sample JQ3.69A, about 5 mg monomer was added at each step and for sample JQ3.72A,
about 10 mg monomer was added. For sample JQ3.72A, there is almost double the amount of
monomer added at each step, but the polymer chains don’t grow up twice as long as sample
JQ3.69A. This may be because after the first addition of monomer, particles in sample JQ3.72A
have more polymer chains on the surface than sample JQ3.69A. After the polymerization of the
first addition was completed, the grown polymer chains on the surface blocked the area around
the surface and, consequently, when more monomer was added, the monomer was limited to
react with the NH2 at the end of the polymer chain. Therefore, in steps 2-4, the ratio of monomer
obtained/chain of sample JQ3.72A to sample JQ3.69A is less than 2.
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Techniques that can measure the surface density, such as TGA or gel permeation
chromatography-light scattering (GPC-LS), are necessary to explain this observation. GPC-LS
can measure the molecular weight and concentration of polypeptide, so one needs to cut off the
SiO2 core, e.g., dissolve the core by using HF before take the measurement with GPC-LS. As the
samples were prepared with the in situ2 method, only small amounts of SiPCPs were produced,
preventing this path of study. One hopes that with the big batch method enough product for
surface density measurements can be obtained.
Table 2.2 Comparison of two samples with different amounts of BLG-NCA monomer added at
each step.
Sample JQ3.69A

Sample JQ3.72A

Step

NCA added
(mg) at
each step

Cumulative
NCA added
(mg)

Rh (nm)

0

0.00

0.00

60.0 ± 0.2

0.00

0.00

60.0 ± 0.2

1

5.10

5.10

80.5 ± 1.0

9.80

9.80

82.5 ± 1.5

2

5.30

10.40

92.3 ± 2.7

9.33

19.13

95.7 ± 0.3

3

4.90

15.30

103.2 ± 1.8

9.83

28.96

108.2 ± 5.5

4

5.57

20.87

114.6 ± 1.6

-------

-------

-------
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NCA added Cumulative
(mg) at
NCA added
each step
(mg)

Rh (nm)

2.3.4 Copolymer SiO2- polypeptide Particles

The “living feature” of the SiPCPs, which is confirmed in part 2.3.3, leads us to consider
grafting copolymer chains. Through the same synthetic route used to obtain SiO2-PBLG in
pyridine with the in situ2 method, the PBLC and PCBL block copolymer were grafted onto the
surface. The Stöber sphere, CBL-NCA and BLG-NCA monomer were provided by Erick SotoCantu. The chain-length increments with the amount of added monomer are presented in Figure
2.7 (JQ3.121A, arabic numbers 1 and 2 indicate the PBLG blocks and letters A and B indicate
the PCBL blocks). First 5.5 mg (3.4 E-05 mol)BLG-NCA was added in step 1 and PBLG
polymer chains were formed. After the polymerization was completed, 6.4 mg (3.1 E-05 mol) of
CBL-NCA monomer was added and the PCBL block was grafted at the end of the PBLG part in
step A. The same procedure (step 1 and A) was repeated to graft another PBLG-PCBL block.
Again, almost level SLS data prove there is no aggregation.
Table 2.3 is the comparison of size growth of co-block polymer-grafted SiPCPs with
different grafting sequences. One can see copolymers can be grown no matter the sequence. In
table 2.3, sample JQ3.185A has PBLG as the first layer, and then PCBL chains grew from the
end of PBLG chains. Sample JQ3.185B is made on an opposite processor, and the results don’t
show any noticeable effect of the sequence.
The existence of free polymer in the SiO2-copolypeptide was investigated by centrifuging
the sample and adding one drop of water to the supernatant phase. No white precipitant observed
confirmed there was no free polymer in the solution.

2.4 Conclusions
PBLG or PCBL polypeptide chains were attached on SiO2 using the “growing from’ methods.
The polypeptide grafted silica particles are called silica polypeptide composite particles
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(SiPCPs). TEM pictures and TGA data confirm the attachment of the polymer chains.
Polymerization of BLG-NCA or CBL-NCA was initiated and processed on the SiO2 surface
through ring-opening polymerization and the NH2 groups were left at the end of the polymer
chains. Polymer chains continued to grow as long as additional monomer was added. The chain
growth of PBLG and PCBL as a function of time was investigated in this chapter. The results
show that the polymerization of each addition of monomer can be completed in 1-2 days. The
particles tend to aggregate after a long period of time, and the aggregation can be broken down
with ultrasonication. Block copolymers can be grafted on SiO2 with the same synthetic route, and
our results indicate that the grafting sequences don’t affect the polymer growth.
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Figure 2.7 Size growth of PBLG-PCBL copolymer SiPCPs as a function of time and the amount
of monomer added.(JQ3.121A) 5.5 mg BLG-NCA, 6.4 mg CBL-NCA, 5.15 mg BLG-NCA and
9.13 mg CBL-NCA monomer was added at steps 1,A,2 and B respectively. DLS (Rh) was
obtained from multi-angle DLS measurements; SLS (Rg) data was from a Guinier plot; and SLS
(Rspherical fit) was from a nonlinear fit to the spherical-particle-form-factor.
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Table 2.3 Comparison of the sequence of polypeptide block grafted on SiO2
Sample JQ3.185A (PBLG-PCBL)

Sample JQ3.185B (PCBL-PBLG)

monomer added
(mg) at each

monomer added
Rh (nm)

Rspherical fit

Rg

(nm)

(nm)

(mg) at each

step

Rh (nm)

Rspherical fit

Rg

(nm)

(nm)

step
53.5 ±

40.1 ±

53.5 ±

54.0 ± 1.0

0

1.5
5.57 (BLG-

66.1 ±

NCA)

0.4

7.64 (CBL-

84.1 ±

NCA)

2.4

54.0 ± 1.0

0

1.4

40.1 ±

1.5

43.2 ±

1.4

5.87 (CBL-

71.7 ±

0.8

NCA)

0.3

1.2

43.0 ±

7.31(BLG-

80.4 ±

45.7 ±

1.8

NCA)

0.5

55.0 ± 0.0

53.5 ± 3.5

44.3 ±
56.0 ± 1.0

56.0 ± 1.0

2.2

2.5 Future Work
As shown in chapters 2, SiPCPs were successfully prepared via the “grafting onto”
method. Although satisfactory results were obtained as indicated by characterization techniques
such as DLS, and TEM, the grafting density, which can be measured by TGA, concerns us and
consequently we sought an alternate method to produce SiPCPs with high yield. With the
innovation of “click chemistry”, the “grafting onto” method is again being considered. This
method can be a challenge because of the tiny size of the SiO2 particles and the possible
destabilization of the cores by rod depletion; nevertheless, it may be worth the try.
The NMR and IR data, which provide the chemical information, are necessary for both
homo- and copolypeptide grafted SiPCPs. The comparison (NMR and IR data) of the free
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polypeptides, SiPCPs and the free polypeptides that are produced by dissolving the core of
SiPCPs is preferred. The comparison can provide information on whether the polypeptides
change their properties when they are located on spherical surfaces. Further investigations can
seek to determine the effect of different surface densities on polypeptide conformation.
In order to measure the molecular weight and molecular weight distribution, one can
dissolve the SiO2 core of SiPCPs by using HF, and then measure the “cut off” polypeptide with
GPC-LS. The GPC-LS data can also provide information about grafted surface density.
The “living future” of SiPCPs in this study was investigated daily or even longer (for
PCBL SiPCPs, the sample was measured after 3 days and after 3 weeks). The shorter time range
measurement such as hour by hour can provide chain growth kinetics. A possible experimental
plan can be 1) synthesize the SiPCPs with in situ 2 method and measure the “real time” chain
growth with multi-angle DLS; 2) synthesize the SiPCPs by using big batch method, remove
some sample every hour and measure the “aliquoted sample”, subsequently, wash/rinse off the
free polymers (the washing process is necessary for terminating the polymerization).
Making deuterated onion structures of homo- or copolypeptide grafted SiPCPs is another
interesting project. With the help of SANS (small angle neutron scattering), one can investigate
the thickness and location of the polypeptide chain.
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CHAPTER 3

PHASE BEHAVIOR AND PROBE DIFFUSION OF
SiPCPs / PBLG MIXTURE

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 The Phase Behavior of Rod-Like Polymer and Spherical Colloids
Colloidal mixtures exist in many industrial areas such as paints, lubricants, and
adhesives.1 The stability of the suspension is one of the main issues in colloidal science. In the
paint industry, the product is expected to be stable without any phase separation throughout long
periods of time, while, on the other hand the rapid sedimentation is required for water treatment
or mineral recovery.2;3 Relevant to the production of SiPCPs, especially for the “grafting onto”
method, rod-like polypeptides co-exist with spherical SiO2 or SiPCPs particles. The stability of
the mixture directly affects the grafting procedure and the final SiPCPs product. The description
of the interaction between rods, spheres and the depletion attraction of rod-sphere mixtures is
addressed here.
3.1.1.1 Density Functional Theory 4
The Density Functional Theory (DFT)4 is the major theory used for studying the ordering
transitions in hard-particle fluids. The simplest DFT version only counts the second virial
approximation and such simplification can be applied to some isotropic solutions,5;6 However, in
the highly ordered rods’ smectic/nematic phase, the third and fourth virial coefficients are not
neglected. In simplified DFT, the free energy of the hard-particles suspension is expressed as
equation 3.1:

F
1
= ∫ drρ (r ) ln( ρ (r )) − ∫ dr1 ∫ dr2 ρ (r1 ) ρ (r2 ) β (r1 , r2 )
V
V
K bT
2V
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equation 3.15

where, ρ (r ) is the density of the particle; r1 and r2 are vectors related to the particle’s position

and orientation; β (r1 , r2 ) is Meyer-Meyer overlap function, which is -1 when two particles
(located at r1 and r2 , respectively) overlap each other, while it is 0 when the two particles are
totally separated. The first integral in equation 3.1 is the ideal part of free energy; the second
integral presents the interaction energy which comes from the second virial approximation and is
proportional to excluded volume. Theoretically, if particles are distributed uniformly in the
system, ρ (r ) is constant and interaction energy is the only factor that contributes to the total free
energy (F). In reality, the ordering transition depends on the competition between the ideal free
energy which suppresses an ordering transition and the interaction energy which drives the
system toward ordering. In addition, DFT indicates that in any hard-particle fluid, the phase
diagram is only entropy related, which means it is temperature independent.
3.1.1.2 Simplified Onsager Theory for Ordering Transition of Rods
In 1925, Zocher noticed that phase separation occurs in the rod-like particles
benzopurpurin 4B and chrysophenin suspension when the critical concentration is exceeded.7 In
1949, Onsager6 explained the phase separation of long spherical cylinder particles (L >>Dsc, L is
the length and Dsc is the diameter of the cylinder) in theory, which actually agrees with equation
3.1. In the last two decades, the disordered-oriented transition (isotropic [I] phase- nematic [N]
phase) of rod-like particle suspensions has been discussed theoretically8-11 and
experimentally.12;13
Two major theories attempt to explain the I-N transition. The Maier-Saupe theory14
neglects variation of density and determines the I-N transition by calculating the free enthalpies
of the phase; this also means the theory is appropriate for the thermotropic system where the I-N
transition is driven by variations of temperature. It ignores the importance of short-range forces
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and focuses only on long-range attraction.15;16 On the other hand, Onsager’s theory6 is
appropriate for lyotropic material. According to Onsager’s calculation, the suspensions of the
rod-like Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV) with length L and diameter Dsc (L>>Dsc) form an
anisotropic phase at low concentration (2%).
In Onsager’s theory, the Helmholtz free energy of the system at temperature T is:
ΔF
F ( solution) − F ( solvent ) μ O (T , μ 0 )
=
=
− 1 + ln c + σ ( f ) + bcρ ( f )
Nk B T
Nk B T
k BT

equation 3.2

where the concentration distributions of c 2 and higher orders are neglected, because for long
rods, the B3 / B22 << 1 ( B3 and B2 are the third and second virial coefficients). This simplification
is only valid when L / Dsc > 100 ,17;18 but Frenkel pointed out that reliable results may be
received as long as L / Dsc > 20 .18 In equation 3.2, N is the number of rods in the solution;

μ O (T , μ0 ) is the standard chemical potential of rods at temperature T in the solvent with
μ 0 chemical potential; c = ( N / V ) is the number density; b = (π / 4) L2 Dsc is the average excluded
volume between two randomly oriented rods; and σ ( f ) and ρ ( f ) are the following functions of
the orientation-distribution function f (Ω) :

σ ( f ) = ∫ f (Ω) ln 4πf (Ω)dΩ

ρ( f ) =

4

π

equation 3.3

∫∫ sin γ (Ω , Ω) f (Ω) f (Ω )dΩdΩ
'

'

'

equation 3.4

where Ω is the solid angle that represents the orientation of the rods, f (Ω) is the possibility that
a rod locates at angle Ω , and γ is the relative angle between two rods. So, it may be understood
that σ ( f ) is for an isolated particle, and ρ ( f ) is associated with two particles. For one particle,

∫ f (Ω)dΩ = 1
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equation 3.2 can be transformed to equation 3.5 by setting the free energy to zero and applying
equation 3.3 and 3.4
0 = C + σ ( f ) + bcρ ( f )
ln 4πf (Ω) = −C − bc

where C =

μ O (T , μ 0 )
k BT

8

sin(γ )(Ω, Ω ) f (Ω )dΩ
π∫
'

− 1 + ln c and bc = (π / 4) L2 Dsc

'

'

equation 3.5

N
V

In the isotropic phase, ln 4πf (Ω) = 0 , so f 0 (Ω) = (1 / 4π ) is the solution for equation 3.5,
regardless the value of “bc”. Additionally, in the isotropic phase, σ = 0 and ρ = 1 ; therefore, the
orientation-distribution-function part of the free energy includes component “ bcNk B T ”
(compare equations 3.2 and 3.5), whereas σ > 0 and 0 < ρ < 1 in the uniaxial anisotropic phase
(e.g., nematic phase). Kasyer19 claimed that the I-N transition starts at bc = 4 .

4 = bc = (π / 4) L2 Dsc

φ=4

N
L
φ
=
V Dsc

Dsc
L

equation 3.6

Equation 3.6 explains that a solution of long thin rods becomes unstable (starts to form
anisotropic phase) at low concentrations.
Onsager’s theory is valid only for a solution of rigid, monodispersed, thin rods. For a
solution of semi-flexible rods, two more factors need to be considered: 1) the persistence length
of the rods rather than the actual length should be applied; 2) the internal configurations need to
be considered.5;20 Khokhlov, et al., observed that the concentration needed for the isotropicanisotropic transition was increased for the solution with flexible rods.21;22 Lekkerkerker, et al.,
investigated the isotropic-anisotropic phase separation of the solutions of rods with different
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length. Simulation results indicate the concentration of longer rods in the anisotropic phase is
much higher than the concentration in the isotropic phase, and the longer rods are more likely
aligned when mixed with shorter rods.8 The Onsager’s theory also fails to predict the ordering or
demixing of binary mixture rods with two different diameters.23;24
Flory, et al., studied the phase behaviors of rod-like polymers by using a modified lattice
model. The intermolecular configuration, which is affected by the flexibility of the polymer
chains, was considered.25;26
The scaled-particle theory (SPT) of hard rods was introduced in 1978.27 This theory
considers the third or higher virial coefficient, compared to the Onsager’s theory. SPT is more
accurate to treat solutions with higher concentration of rods or solutions of rods with lower a
L/Dsc ratio. Besides the mixture of rods or spherically symmetric molecules, SPT is possibly
appropriate to the mixture of hard-particles with simple various shapes by modifying some
parameters.
3.1.1.3 Depletion Interaction between Spheres and Polymer
Two similar theories (excluded volume and entropy) are applied to explain the depletion
interaction between two spheres. The excluded-volume theory was first introduced by Asakura
and Oosawa (AO model)28 in 1958 and was re-explored by Vrij in 1976.29 According to the
excluded-volume theory, in a sphere/polymer mixture, the spherical colloid with diameter Dsp is
surrounded with an excluded shell. The thickness of the shell equals Rg of the polymer (Figure
3.1 a). When two colloids approach each other and the distance between the inside walls of the
two colloids is shorter than 2 Rg of the surrounding polymer (Figure 3.1b), the depletion force of
the polymer between the two colloids leads to the imbalance of osmotic pressure, and finally
leads to the attraction of the colloids. The depletion is related to the Rg and the concentration of
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the polymer. Entropy theory explains that the depletion-attraction occurs because the entropy of
mixing decreases when the two colloids are very close to each other, but at the same time the
accessible volume of the small polymers increases; and consequently the total entropy of
polymers in the system rises. When the entropy gain is over the entropy lost, the whole system is
stabilized by this “attraction through repulsion.”

Rg of polymer

a

b

Figure 3.1 Scheme of mixture of spheres and polymers. a): One sphere is surrounded with
polymers and the thickness of the excluded shell the equals the Rg of the polymer b): Two
colloids approach each other and the distance between the inside walls of the two colloids is
shorter than 2 Rg of surrounding polymers.
In the AO model, the polymer is treated as an ideal particle, so it is assumed there is no
interaction between the polymer particles. Meanwhile, colloids react with each other through the
hard-core-excluded volume repulsion.28 In fact, increasing the concentration of polymers may
affect intermolecular potential; also interpenetration between polymers and colloids, which
decreases the depletion potential, may occur for large-size polymers. The range of attraction
force, which is controlled by the size of the polymer, decides the phase behavior of
colloid/polymer. For colloids with long-distance attraction, gas-liquid, gas-solid, and liquid-solid
transitions are observed, while for colloids with short-distance attraction, only a gas-solid
transition is observed. 30-32
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The phase behavior of a binary hard-sphere mixture is different from the behavior of rods.
For a long time it was inaccurately thought that hard spheres are miscible regardless of their size
and concentration.33 Until 1991, Biben, etc., reported in theory that the phase separation happens
when the size ratio S1/S2 is less than 0.2.34 The “depletion potential” of a binary hard-sphere
mixture is described as:35
W (h )
R⎛
h⎞
= −3φ s ⎜1 − ⎟
σ⎝ σ⎠
k BT

2

equation 3.7

where W (h ) is the depletion potential; kB is the Boltzmann’s constant; T is the absolute
temperature; φ s is the volume fraction of a small sphere; σ is the diameter of a small sphere; R is
the radius of a large sphere and h is the distance between two large spheres. The depletion
potential is zero when h ≥ σ.
3.1.1.4 Depletion Interaction between Rods and Sphere
In addition to polymers and spheres, isotropic rods can be a very effective depletion
agent, especially when L << Dsp (L is length of rod, Dsp is diameter of sphere). The depletion
potentials can be expressed as equation 3.8.36
3
W (h )
1
L Dsp ⎛
h⎞
= − φ rod
⎜1 − ⎟
k BT
3
Drod Drod ⎝ L ⎠

equation 3.8

This is very similar as equation 3.7, which describes the depletion potential of two
spheres. Nevertheless, in this equation, φ rod is the volume fraction of rods; L is the length of the
rod; D sp is the diameter of the sphere; Drod is the diameter of the rod; and h is the distance
between two spheres. Lekkerkerker 36 studied the influence of the concentration of SiO2-coated
boehmite rods (L = 118 nm, Drod = 13.9 nm) on the sedimentation ratio of SiO2 spheres (Dsp =
700 nm). Phase separation was observed as expected, but the concentration of rods when two
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phases start was lower than prediction from theory, and the addition of rods accelerated the phase
separation. Dogic and Fraden5 studied the mixture of fd rods (L = 0.9 μm, at 2 mg/ml) and
various sizes of PS spheres. They observed that there is no phase separation when PS spheres are
small (Dsp = 1 μm); crystallization occurs when the diameter of spheres increase to 1.5 μm. Phase
separation in bulk happens when Dsp = 2 μm, at the same time the particles settle since they are
too heavy. Equation 3.8 only shows the volume fraction of rods φ rod affects the depletion
potential. Experimentally the concentrations of both rods and spheres are the critical factors.
Tracy, et al., studied mixtures of PBLG polymers and silica spheres in DMF.37 They did not
observe phase separation, probably because in their experiments the mixtures were at low
concentrations. In 1999, Koenderink et al. 35 reported depletion-induced crystallization in the
rod/sphere mixture. They confirmed that a certain concentration of rods and spheres is necessary
in order to get depletion attraction and that increased concentration of both rods and sphere can
speed the crystallization procedure. They also illustrated that the increased viscosity may drag
back the depletion action at high concentrations. Figure 3.2 is a picture of SiO2-coated boehmite
rods (L = 230 ± 90nm, Drod = 9 ± 2 nm) (Figure 3.2a) and the mixture of the rods and SiO2
spheres (Dsp= 740 nm) (Figure 3.2b) in DMF with 0.001M LiCl.
All the examples shown above are the cases of a mixture of rods and large spheres. Small
spheres also induce phase separation in a rod/sphere mixture as well. Surprisingly, a layered
phase, instead of bulk demixing, is observed in the solution.12;38 Fraden, et al., studied phase
behavior of a mixture of fd virus rods and PS spheres theoretically, experimentally, and by
computer simulation. The fd rods had a contour length of 880 nm, a persistence length of 2.2 μm,
and a diameter of 6.6 nm. The PS spheres used had various diameters from 22 nm to 1.0 μm. At
certain concentration, PS spheres in a range of 60-120 nm (diameter) are able to form a columnar
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phase; while to form a lamellar phase, PS spheres have to be in the range of 22-120 nm. Smaller
spheres need higher concentration.

a

b

Figure 3.2 EM pictures of SiO2-coated boehmite rods and the mixture of boehmite rods and SiO2
spheres. a) EM picture of SiO2-coated boehmite rods (L = 230 ± 90nm, Drod = 9 ± 2 nm). b) EM
picture of the mixture of SiO2-coated boehmite rods and SiO2 spheres (Dsp= 740 nm). Both are in
DMF with 0.001M LiCl. (Copied from Ref. 35)
Figure 3.3 has the photographs (by using differential interference microscopy) and
diagram of fd/PS (Dsp=100 nm) mixture with columns and lamellar. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
excluded volume of rod/sphere mixtures in (a) nematic, (b) layered phase and (c) immiscible
phase. The grey areas represent the excluded volume. One can see that the excluded volume
reaches a minimum in the layered phase. In addition, theoretically, the layered phase is more
stable with larger ratio of the length of rods (L) to the size of sphere (Dsp).
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a

b

Figure 3.3 Photographs and diagram of fd (rods)/PS (spheres) mixture. The scale bars are 3 μm.
a) and b) are orthogonal sections of co-existing columnar and lamellar phases. (Copied from Ref.
12)

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.4 Scheme of excluded volume effect. a) in nematic, b) in layered and c) in immiscible
phase which has rod-rich and sphere-rich phases.(Adapted from Ref. 38)
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3.1.2 Probe Diffusion

3.1.2.1 Categorization of Diffusion Coefficients
Diffusion of polymer in a complex solution is considered as a key issue in many areas
such as biology, coating and polymer industries. 39-43 A number of theoretical and experimental
studies have been performed in past decades.44-47 For the solution which has only one molecular
species besides solvent, two kinds of diffusion are generally mentioned: mutual diffusion and
self diffusion.
Mutual diffusion refers to the gradients of concentration. It can be defined as Fick’s first
law: 48;49 (the development below follows Ref.49 )
J = Dm (∇c)

equation 3.9

where J is the diffusion current (flux), (∇c) describes concentration gradient, and the
concentration c is chemical-potential dependent. In a binary solution (subscript 1 represents
solvent, and subscript 2 represents solute) the chemical potential gradient is:
− ∇μ1 = f 12 (

c2
J1 − J 2 )
c1

equation 3.10

where f12 is the friction coefficient between the two components; μ1 is chemical potential of
solvent. In a volume-conserving system,
J 1υ1 + J 2υ 2 = 0

equation 3.11

where υ is the partial molar volume. The system is also mass conservative, so

∑c υ
i

i

=1

equation 3.12

i

Then by eliminating J1 in equation 3.10, equation 3.13 is obtained
J2 =

c1υ1
∇μ 1
f 12
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equation 3.13

The chemical potential of a solvent can be presented in terms of osmotic pressure:

μ1 − μ10 = −υ1π = − RTυ1 (c 2 + A2 c 22 + ...)

equation 3.14

where π is osmotic pressure; A2 is the second virial coefficient (in Onsager’s theory, the virial
coefficient is normally presented as B).
One can get equation 3.15 by using equation 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14
J2 = −

RT (1 − c 2υ 2 ) 2
(1 + 2 A2 c 2 + ...)∇c 2
f 12 c1

equation 3.15

With equation 3.9, and 3.15, we obtain
RT (1 −c 2 υ 2 ) 2
(1 + 2 A2 c 2 + ...)
Dm =
f

equation 3.16

where f = f12 c1 is the molar hydrodynamic friction coefficient of the solute.
Compared with mutual diffusion, self diffusion is more easily understood. One can get
the diffusion coefficient of the a particle with the Brownian motion by measuring the probability
f (x ,t ) that the particle appears at x (location) from time t to (t + τ). The possibility follows the
Gaussian distribution (equation 3.17)
f ( x, t ) =

n
4πDs t

exp(−

x2
)
4 Ds t

equation 3.17 50

where n is the number density of particles and Ds is the self diffusion coefficient. On the other
hand, it can be explained that one can measure the diffusion speed of a particle by testing how
far the particle can travel during a time interval τ. The random motion of a particle can be
described as equation 3.18:
r (t + τ ) − r (t )
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2

= 2d men Dsτ

equation 3.18

r (t + τ ) − r (t )

2

is the mean squared dislocation of a particle from time t to (t + τ), dmen is the

number of dimensions of the diffusion, e.g., in two dimensions, equation 3.18 can be simplified
as

r 2 = 4 Dsτ

equation 3.19

Instead of the traditional concentration-gradient method, with the help of a correlator,
quasi-elastic light scattering spectroscopy (QELSS), which is also known as photon correlation
spectroscopy (PCS) or dynamic light scattering (DLS), is widely used to determine the mutual
diffusion coefficient. Because of the high spatial coherence of a laser,51 a “speckle pattern” is
present in the solution illuminated by a laser beam. The movement of particles in the solution
causes the intensity fluctuation of the speckle pattern. The fluctuation is measured by an
autocorrelation function that is related to an electric field autocorrelation function (equation
3.20).
g (1) (t ) = e − Γt

equation 3.20

where g (1) (t ) is the electric-field autocorrelation function; Γ is the decay rate that is reciprocal
of decay time τ. Dm can be obtained by using equation 3.21, and here q is the scattering vector,
which is defined as equation 3.22.
Γ = q 2 Dm
q=

equation 3.21

4nπ sin (θ / 2 )

λ0

equation 3.22

where n is the refractive index of solvent, θ is the scattering angle, and λ0 is the wavelength of
the incident laser.
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Pulsed-field-gradient nuclear magnetic resonance (PFGNMR) is one of the standard
techniques to measure the self diffusion of a particle.52-54 PFGNMR determines the diffusion by
measuring the attenuation of a spin echo signal, which corresponds to the combination of the
translational motion of the spins and the displacement of gradient pulses.55 Diffusion-ordered
spectroscopy (DOSY) NMR is based on the PFGNMR experiment. A DOSY NMR spectrum
(2D) is generated (one axis is for the chemical shift and another axis is for the diffusion
coefficient) by separating the PFGNMR signal according to the diffusion coefficient of each
component.56;57 The probe diffusion coefficient Dp is usually mentioned in a ternary system,
which has a solvent, background polymers called the matrix, and the probe particles that are the
subjective of interest. Normally, the concentration of probes is dilute and the concentration of the
matrix varies. QELSS can measure the probe diffusion under either of the following two
situations: 1) the polymer matrix has identical refractive index as solvent (only probe particles
scatter light) or 2) the refractive index of matrix is very close to that of the solvent (the probe
particles dominate the scattering of the solution).58;59
Fluorescence photo-bleaching recovery (FPR) 60-62 ( it is also called fluorescence
recovery after photo bleaching (FRAP)) and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) are
available to detect the diffusion of probe if the probe molecules can be “labeled”, which actually
means chemically bonded with fluorescent groups. FPR has three steps, which are described in
Figure3.5. First, the fluorescence of a chosen area of the sample is excited and measured with a
weak beam. Second, some fluorescent moieties in the area are bleached /destroyed by a strong
beam, which is about 2000 times more intense than the weak beam. Finally the fluorescence is
recovered in the selected region because the unbleached molecules, which are limited outside the
selected region, can diffuse to this region.
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Figure 3.5 Three steps in the FPR process Left: Epifluorescence image acquired with 40×
objective. Middle: after 10 minutes illumination, a spot has been bleached in the pattern, now
taken with 10× objective. Right: recovery is almost complete after 30 minutes (still 10×
objective). Traces show intensity across the middle of the image.
First introduced by Magde, etc., in the early 1970s,63 FCS has been developed into a
powerful tool to determine the diffusion coefficient in solution.62-64 FCS measures the fluctuation
of a fluorescent signal in image volume. (Figure 3.6)
Laser

Objective lens

Magnified
observation region

Sample

Figure 3.6 Scheme of FCS. The black dots are sample particles. The green part is the focal
volume where the sample particles are illuminated by laser. The observation volume (peachcolored part) is the space where the fluorescent particles are detected. (Adapted from Ref. 65)
A selective photosensitive molecule, which changes its refractive index when it absorbs
light from a incident beam, is used for forced rayleigh scattering (FRS).66 Two intense coherent
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laser beams generate a interference pattern, which produces reflective index grating, in sample
solution. A weak probe beam is then applied to monitor the relaxation of the refractive index
grating.
Generally, if the probe is distinguished from matrix polymer in molecular structure or
molecular weight besides dye attachment, the diffusion coefficient measured is the probe
diffusion coefficient. In some cases when the probe and matrix have the same monomer but a
different molecular weight, one still defines the coefficient measured as a probe diffusion
coefficient.67 In the system that the probe and matrix are identical polymers except for the
presence of “label”, the diffusion determined is the self diffusion coefficient.68;69 In a ternary
system, which the two polymer components are concentrated, the diffusion characterized is
called interdiffusion or cooperative diffusion.
3.1.2.2 Diffusion of Probe in Matrix Polymer Solution
QELSS has been widely used to determine the diffusion coefficient of a probe in
solution, in which the matrix polymer has a matching refractive index as solvent. Tuner and
Hallett measured the diffusion of PS latex (PSL) through dextran;70 while Phillies’s group
studied the PSL diffusion in the water solution of Hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC).71-73 Cush et
al., investigated the probe diffusion in a dextran aqueous solution by using TMV as a probe, and
both translational and rotational diffusion coefficients were measured.74;75 Hanly, et al., 76 and
Lodge77 measured the diffusion of linear polystyrene (PS) through Poly(methyl vinyl ether)
(PMVE) in isorefractive solvent o-fluorotoluene (oFT), while Martin used toluene as a matching
refractive index solvent for PMVE.78;79 Daivis, et al., 80 compared the diffusion of PS through the
PMVE matrix in toluene and CCl4. Surprisingly, the diffusion coefficient of probe PS in CCl4 is
much lower than that in toluene. The true diffusion was not measured, probably because CCl4 is
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a good solvent for PMVE but only a marginal solvent for PS. Diffusion of the dextran probe in
the semidilute range (c > c*, the definition of c* is at section 3.1.2.3) of a water solution, which
has polyvinypyrolidone as matrix, was measured by Desbrieres and his coworkers.46 Three
relaxation modes were observed, and the slowest one was the consequence of aggregate
formation. As mentioned above, the probe and matrix can be polymers with the same monomer
but different Mw. Davis measured the diffusion of high Mw dextran (probe, Mw=864,000) through
low Mw dextran (matrix, Mw=20,400) in water. Two distinct modes of decay were observed, and
it is believed the fast mode corresponds to the diffusion of the matrix polymer (low Mw dextran)
and the slow mode is from the probe polymer (high Mw dextran).67 A similar two-decay mode
was also observed in two different Mw (Mw1=7,060,000; Mw2=964,000) PS / toluene solutions.81
The Pecora group investigated the rods/spheres composite, which has SiO2-coated spheres
(probe) and rod-like polymers poly (benzyl glutamate) (matrix). In their experiments, DMF or
DMF/pyridine mixture was used as a solvent. They believed that 1) PBLG rods form a network
when they are concentrated enough, therefore the solution should be considered as a net with
holes instead of a continuum; 2) the network causes local viscosity surrounding the spheres
(microviscosity (ημ)) decreasing to only about half of the viscosity of solution (η), which
consequently lets the spheres diffuse faster than expected.59;82
By using PFGNMR, Brown and Stilbs investigated the diffusion coefficients of three
molecular weights poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) (probe, MW = 73,000, 250,000 and 1,200,000) in
aqueous solution of three molecular weights of dextran (matrix, MW = 20,000, 100,000 and
1,200,000). It was observed that the Dp/Do (Do is the diffusion coefficient in the solution that is
infinitely dilute) depends on the matrix molecular weight but not the size of probe.83 The PEO in
aqueous solution of ethyl hydroxyethyl cellulose was studied by Nyden, el at., more complicated
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diffusion behaviors were observed in the solution with a large matrix polymer.84 Russo’s group
investigated the diffusion of FITC-labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA) in a DNA solution with
salt by using FPR. The diffusion coefficient as a function of concentration of both DNA matrix
and added salt was studied.85
Many studies have been completed to compare diffusion-measurements by using
different techniques. Cong, et al., compared the diffusion-coefficients of labeled Napps (Mw =
100,000 or Mw = 680,000) in an aqueous solution of unlabeled Napps (Mw = 990,000) with salt
by using DLS and FPR. The effect of the molecular weight of the probe was observed.86 Daivis
and Pinder studied the diffusion measurements of PS (probe)/ poly (vinyl methyl ether) (PVME)
(matrix)/ toluene by using DLS and PFGNMR. Their results indicate that within experimental
error, the diffusion coefficient obtained by DLS is equal to the result from PFGNMR. 87 Chang
and Han studied ternary solutions, PS (probe)/ PVME (matrix)/o-fluorotoluene by using DLS
and FRS. The results from DLS and FPS are reasonably close, but these two techniques have a
distinctly different length scale. For DLS, the length scale is 30 nm <q-1 < 100 nm, while for
FRS, the scale is 1μm <q-1 < 2.5 μm.88 Tinland and Borsali compared the diffusionmeasurements by using FRAP and DLS. The diffusion-behaviors of fluorescently labeled
dextran through polyvinypyrolidone with varied concentrations (from very dilute to semidilute,
0.1-10c*) were studied. The results indicate that the values of Dp from these two methods do
agree in the semidilute regime, but the agreement becomes less apparent with decreasing
concentration.89 Scalettar, et al., measured the mutual diffusion and probe diffusion of phase λ
DNA by using FRAP and FCS. Ethidium monoazide, which bonded with DNA covalently, was
used for FPR experiments; and ethidium bromide, which bonded with DNA noncovalently, was
used for FCS experiments. It was observed that Dm increased but Ds decreased with increased
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concentration (from 17 μg/ml to 305 μg/ml). This is possibly because in this concentrated
solution the average volume λ DNA occupied is the same or larger than the inter-DNA spacing
and molecules can disturb each other. The hard-core interaction pushes molecules away from
each other and accelerates their movement; therefore, Dm increases with a higher concentration.
On the other hand, the random motion of molecules are restrained by neighbor particles, so Ds
decreases with increased concentration.62
3.1.2.3 Two Theoretical Models
Two models are usually used to describe the dependence of Dp, Ds with the molecular
weight of the matrix polymer (M), the molecular weight of probe (P), and the concentration of
matrix polymer c.
1) Scaling-law model90
Ds = D1 M γc − x

equation 3.23

where the D1 is a scaling prefactor and γ and x are scaling exponents. A transition between the
dilute and semidilute regime is suggested in this model, and there are two major transition
concentrations: overlap concentration c*(c*= N/V at which (3 / 4)πR g3 N / V = 1 , N is number of
macromolecules, V and Rg are the volume of the solution and radius of gyration of
macromolecules, respectively) and entanglement concentration cρ.
2) Exponential model91;92
D s = D0 exp(−αc v )

equation 3.24

where α is a scaling prefactor and ν is a scaling exponent. Equation 3.24 can be elaborated for
probe diffusion as stretched exponential form (equation 3.25)
D p = D0 P − a exp(−αc v P γ M δ )
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equation 3.25

where a , γ and δ are additional scaling exponents.
For most random-coil polymers, dependences of Ds and Dp upon c follow the exponential
model (equation 3.24 and 3.25), and when P>> M or M>>P, there is molecular weight dependent
deviation.93 Tao and Lodge reported that the data of hydrogenated polybutadiene (hPB)/alkane
solution fitted the scaling model very well.94
Polymer topology also affects diffusion. Chen noticed that in the CCl4 solution of linear
or star polyisoprenes, star polymers diffused significantly faster than linear polymers with same
molecular weight.95 Ernst, et al., observed the star polymers, which had the same number of
arms (f) with a higher molecular weight, tended to diffuse slower. The tendency was also noticed
for star polymers with an increased number of arms, each having the same molecular weight
(Marm ≈ 10,000).96;97 Pecora, et al., measured the diffusion of linear polystyrene from 25 oC to
75 oC through matrix poly(n-hexyl isocyanate) in solvent 1,1,2,2-tetracholoethane (as
isorefractive solvent at 75 oC) or toluene (as isorefractive solvent at lower temperature). It is
believed that besides the concentration of the polymer matrix, the flexibility (end-to-end
distance) of the matrix polymer also affects the diffusion of the PS probe.98

3.2 Experiments
3.2.1 Sample Preparation
3.2.1.1 PCBL in m-Cresol
PCBL polypeptides with a molecular weight of 480,000 were dissolved in m-cresol.
Samples with 1 wt % were used for optical rotation measurements at room temperature. Highconcentration samples (15-25 wt %) were investigated with cross-polarized microscopy
experiments at a temperature range of 21-29 oC.
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3.2.1.2 SiPCPs and PBLG in Pyridine
Dilute PBLG/pyridine samples were prepared by dissolving PBLG with molecular weight
277,000 in pyridine. High-concentration PBLG/pyridine or SiPCPs/pyridine samples were made
by concentrating the diluted sample with a vague flow of dried, filtered N2. The samples were
vibrated with a vortex mixer once per 10-15 minutes to homogenize the samples (avoid the dry
area on the surface). The final concentrations were calculated by weight.
3.2.1.3 Mixture of SiPCPs and PBLG for Cross-Polarized Microscopy
Dilute PBLG/pyridine and SiPCPs/pyridine were mixed together with the desired SiPCP /
PBLG ratio. The mixtures were then concentrated with a vague flow of dried / filtered N2 to the
expected concentration. The samples were vibrated with a vortex mixer once per 10-15 minutes
to homogenize the samples. The final concentrations were calculated by weight.
3.2.1.4 Mixture of Labeled SiPCPs and PBLG for Epifluorescence Microscopy
Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled SiPCPs were used for epifluorescence
microscopy experiments. FITC was dissolved in acetone, and then the FITC/acetone solution
was mixed with an SiPCPs dichloromethane suspension. The mixture was stirred constantly for
1-2 days before being centrifuged and washed to remove the free dye. Then the FITC-labeled
SiPCPs were dispersed in pyridine and used like regular SiPCPs to prepare the SiPCPs/PBLG
samples as 3.2.1.3 describes. All samples for microscopy experiments were located in Vitrocom
cells with sealed ends or put on microscope slides, which were covered with cover slides and
then sealed with vacuum grease.
3.2.1.5 Temperature-Control System
A Mettler FP 80 central processor temperature control system was used to control the
temperature for cross-polarized microscopy experiments of PCBL/m-cresol solution. The system
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was air cooling, and the experiments were performed in the temperature range from 15 °C to 35
°C.
3.2.2 Characterization Techniques
3.2.2.1 Optical Rotatory Dispersion (ORD)
A JASCO Polarimeter DIP-370 was used to measure the optical rotation of PCBL in mcresol. The measurements were performed in a temperature range of 20-30 oC at wavelength 589
nm.
3.2.2.2 Cross-Polarized Microscopy
An Olympus polarizing microscope (model BHA) was used to visualize the crystal
structures of PCBL in m-cresol, PBLG, SiPCPs, or their mixtures in pyridine at room
temperature.
3.2.2.3 Epifluorescence Microscopy
The crystal structures of FITC-labeled SiPCPs and PBLG mixtures were characterized by
using epifluorescence microscopy at room temperature. The experiments were performed by
using an Olympus polarizing microscope (the same one as in section 3.2.2.2) except the mercury
lamp and blue-light wavelength filter were applied.
3.2.2.4 Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery
The FPR was used to measure the diffusion coefficients of FITC-labeled SiPCPs through
a PBLG matrix. The samples were located in Vitrocom cells, both ends of which were sealed to
avoid moisture in air. All experiments were performed at 20 oC, and the data were collected by
Labview software (edition 3.0.1). The collected data were analyzed by fitting to an exponential
function (ANSCAN program). The details of the instrument are described in section 4.1 (Ronchi
Ruling (RR) FPR).
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3.2.2.5 Static Light Scattering
SLS was used to measure the scattering intensity of SiPCPs or PBLG in pyridine. The
technique has been outlined in section 2.2.3.2.
3.2.2.6 Dynamic Light Scattering
DLS was used to measure the diffusion coefficients of FITC labeled SiPCPs in pyridine.
The technique has been outlined in section 2.2.3.1.

3.3 Results and Discussion
Two categories of samples (PCBL in m-cresol and PBLG, PBLG-grafted SiPCPs, or their
mixtures in pyridine) were studied. For PCBL/m-cresol samples, the optical rotation dispersion
and dependence of crystal structures with temperature were studied. For PBLG, PBLG-SiPCPs
or their mixtures (in pyridine), the phase behaviors were explored at relatively high
concentrations (> 5 wt % for both PBLG and SiPCPs); and at relatively low concentrations,
probe diffusions of FITC-SiPCPs (≈ 0.25 wt %) in PBLG matrix (varied from 0– 2 wt%) were
investigated.
3.3.1 PCBL in m-Cresol (With the help of Amanda Steffens)
Fujita and coworkers studied the coil-helix transition of PCBL in m-cresol by using
several techniques, such as optical rotation dispersion (ORD), viscosity, heat capacity, and
dielectric dispersion. A sharp transition around 27 oC was observed.99-101 The helix-coil
transition affects the crystal structure of PCBL in solution because only a polymer chain with
helical conformation can form an ordered crystal structure, while a random coil chain is expected
to form an isotropic phase. In this part, the transition temperature of PCBL with molecular
weight 480,000 in m-cresol was determined first, and then the dependence of the crystal
structures with temperature was investigated.
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3.3.1.1 The Coil-Helix Transition of PCBL in m-Cresol
Figure 3.7 is the optical rotation measurements of PCBL with molecular weight 480,000
in m-cresol in a temperature range of 21-29 oC. Previous studies in this group by Sibel TurksenSelcuk102 showed similar results of optical rotation of Co-SiO2-PCBL with different
wavelengths, so here we only measured the optical rotation at wavelength 589 nm instead of
doing wavelength-dependent ORD. One can see that the helix-coil inverse transition occurs at
around 26-27 oC which is very close to the result reported by Fujita’s group.
3.3.1.2 The Crystal Structures of PCBL in m-Cresol
As explained above, helical conformation is required to form a liquid crystalline
structure, but concentration is another factor that affects the crystalline formation. Figure 3.8,
3.9, and 3.10 are the pictures of two concentrations of PCBL (Mw=480,000) / m-cresol solution
at 35 oC on 1st day, 4th day, or 5th day.
From Figure 3.8-3.10, one can see the finger-print-pattern crystalline structures which are
known for the cholesteric solution were formed in both low- and high-concentration samples. For
the 25 wt% sample, it took less than one day to generate the crystal structures, while for the 15
wt% sample, there was no sign of the finger-print-banding until the 5th day.
The samples were then cooled down to room temperature, which was lower than the
helix-coil transition temperature in dilute solution. As the PCBL chains were supposed to be
random coil status, isotropic structures might have been expected. Surprisingly, after two weeks,
some anisotropic structures were still observed. Figure 3.11 and 3.12 are the pictures of 25 wt%
and 15 wt % samples (same samples as Figures 3.8 and 3.9) two weeks after they were cooled
down to room temperature.
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Figure 3.7 The optical rotation at λ = 589 nm of PCBL (Mw = 480,000) vs. temperature in mcresol.

Figure 3.8 Photomicrograph of 25 wt% PCBL/m-cresol at 35 °C, first day. (The yellow dots are
probably bubbles or dried spots.)
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Figure 3.9 Photomicrograph of 15 wt% PCBL/m-cresol at 35 °C, fourth day. (The yellow dots
are probably bubbles or dried spots.)

Figure 3.10 Photomicrograph of 15 wt% PCBL/m-cresol at 35 °C, fifth day.
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Figure 3.11 Photomicrograph of 25 wt% PCBL/m-cresol, two weeks after it was cooled to room
temperature. (The yellow dots are probably bubbles or dried spots.)

Figure 3.12 Photomicrograph of 15 wt% PCBL/m-cresol, two weeks after it was cooled to room
temperature.
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As Figures 3.11 and 3.12 display, two weeks after the samples were cooled, the area of
finger-print bands slowly grew smaller, which indicates the diminishment of the crystalline
composition and some crystalline structures still existed probably because of the high molecular
weight of the PCBL. It was also observed that more crystalline structures were “frozen” in a 15
wt % sample than in a 25 wt% sample by comparing Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Probably there is
competition between hydrogen bonding and crystal formation; and the higher concentration,
possibly more crystal formations will disturb the hydrogen-bond network. There are some odd
bright yellow dots on pictures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.11. We consider they are bubbles or dried spots.
3.3.2 PBLG and PBLG SiPCPs in Pyridine
3.3.2.1 Crystal Structure of PBLG
Compared to the formation of the PCBL liquid crystal, which is affected by temperature,
PBLG is lyotropic, in which liquid crystal formation mostly depends on concentration such as
TMV and DNA. These rod-like polymers can form a liquid crystalline structure at a high
concentration 103-107 or by mixing with some other flexible polymer108 at lower concentration. In
this part, all samples were prepared and examined under room temperature. We observed that the
PBLG started to form liquid crystal when the concentration was over 12 wt%. Figure 3.13 is the
picture of PBLG in pyridine at 20.24 wt%. The clear “finger print lines” confirm the cholesteric
nature of this liquid crystal, which is expected for PBLG in a good solvent. The width of a pair
of neighboring bright and dark lines corresponds to the half turn of the PBLG cholesteric helix,
P/2 (P is called pitch). Figure 3.14 is the scheme of the cholesteric pitch.
The pitch is normally several tens of micrometers. Robinson, et al. observed that the
pitch P of PBLG depends on the concentration (higher concentration cholesteric sample has
smaller pitch) and the solvent but barely on the molecular weight of PBLG.109;110 Uematsu
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studied the temperature effects on pitch of PBLG in a mixture of dioxane and dichloroethylene,
and observed that the pitch increased with a raised temperature until the cholesteric superhelix
switched from right hand to left hand and then the pitch decreased.111

Figure 3.13 Photomicrograph of PBLG (Mw = 277,000) in pyridine at 20.24 wt % at room
temperature.

P/2

Figure 3.14 Scheme of cholesteric pitch. (Only half turn is shown.)
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According to Onsager’s theory, the isotropic–nematic transition starts when φ = 4

Dsc
, so
L

one can calculate that the volume fraction needed for I-N transition is about 3.4 %, equivalent to
4.3 wt% for PBLG with Mw = 277,000. According to the Flory’s prediction25;26;112, in which the
starting point (also called A points) is φ A = (8 / x)(1 − 2 / x) ( x = L / Dsc ), the I-N transition
occurs at about φ A = 6.6 %, corresponding to 8.4 wt %. Bu, et al., compared the experimental
results and theoretical expectations of the I-N transition point of PBLG with different Mw in
pyridine.113 It was observed that for low Mw PBLG (x >≈ 50, corresponding to Mw = 116,800),
Onsager’s prediction is closer to the experimental result. The deviation between theories and our
results is probably because the high-molecular weight PBLG used has a long semi-flexible
polymer chain.
3.3.2.2 Crystal Structure of SiPCPs
It is possible to see the anisotropic structure of SiPCPs at relatively high concentrations.
The crystal structure of SiPCPs starts when the concentration is around 43 wt%. A
photomicrograph of SiPCPs in pyridine at 43.87 wt% appears as Figure 3.15.
In this case, the finger-print structure is still visible, but seems to be superposed on a
globular structure. The vivid colors of slightly smaller colloidal crystalline SiPCPs made with a
PCBL shell,114 when dispersed in DMF, are not visible. One can see the banding is shorter (about
20-30 μm) compared to the one in liquid structures of PBLG/pyridine (around 60-100 μm). In
addition, the pitch looks narrower compared to the photomicrograph of PBLG (Figure 3.13). The
small domains formed from the aggregation of the SiPCPs may be the reason that the banding
looks more “curvy” and lack of long range order. The narrower pitch could be probably because
of the high concentration, but more investigations are needed.
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Figure 3.15 P Photomicrograph of SiPCPs (43.87 wt %) in pyridine at room temperature.(Rh of
SiO2 core ≈ 47 nm; Rh of the PBLG-SiPCPs ≈ 408 nm)
The finger-print structures in Figure 3.15 should not be the cholesteric helixes of the
PBLG chains, which are already anchored on the SiO2 spheres. It is also very difficult to
understand the assumption, which considers the finger-prints are from stacked SiPCPs.
Experiments, such as separating the “aggregated” structure by shearing (if the shearing can take
apart the piled particles) and then reinvestigating the crystal structures, can provide some
information about the unusual structure. Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), which can
measure the distance between two particles, can give some ideas about how these particles are
located.
3.3.2.3 Crystal Structure of the SiPCPs and PBLG Mixture
The thin, long PBLG rods acted as a strong depletion agent for SiPCPs suspensions in our
experiments. Figure 3.16 is the picture of SiPCPs (16.20 wt%) and PBLG (4.80 wt%) in
pyridine. A generally similar appearance was found when PBLG and SiPCPs were mixed (Figure
3.16), but the crystalline structures can be observed at lower concentrations than in the
solution/suspension, which has only PBLG or SiPCPs. Smaller-globule domains (the diameter is
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about 10 μm, and the diameter of the globule domain in Figure 3.15 is about 15 μm) were
observed in the mixture. It can be explained as dense, compacted spheres because of the
depletion attraction.
Shearing experiments, which are mentioned in section 3.3.2.2, are also desirable here.
The experiments may clarify whether the crystalline structures are from piled SiPCPs or
cholesteric helixes of PBLG. Consequently, they can tell which component (SiPCPs or PBLG) is
more strongly affected by depletion.

Figure 3.16 Photomicrograph of PBLG (4.80 wt%)/SiPCPs (16.20 wt%) in pyridine at room
temperature.(Rh of SiO2 core ≈ 47 nm; Rh of the PBLG-SiPCPs ≈ 408 nm)
Figure 3.17 shows a phase diagram of PBLG and SiPCPs in pyridine. One can clearly see
in the mixture, the concentration of PBLG and SiPCPs needed to form crystal structures (the red
and blues dots which are NOT on the x or y axis) is lower than the concentration required in a
PBLG solution or in a SiPCPs suspension (for PBLG: the red or blue dots which are on x axis;
for SiPCPs: the red or blue dots which are on the y axis). Figure 3.18 is the ternary graph of
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PBLG, SiPCPs in pyridine, which also shows the pyridine. The enlarged graph on the upper left
corner presents predictions of the I-N transition of PBLG rods by using Onsager’s and Flory’s
theories. Table 3.1 shows the concentration and physical states of PBLG polymer, SiPCPs or
mixtures in pyridine.
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Figure 3.17 The phase diagram of PBLG and SiPCPs in pyridine.
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Figure 3.18 Ternary graph of PBLG and SiPCPs in pyridine. The predictions of liquid crystal
formation from Onsager and Flory theories are present in the enlarged Figure.
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Table 3.1 Physical states of PBLG, SiPCPs, and their mixtures vs. concentrations
Components

PBLG

SiPCPs

PBLG + SiPCPs

Wt %

Physical State

20.24

LC*

14.27

LC* starts

9.95

Isotropic

43.87

Crystalline

43.41

Crystalline starts

34.02

Isotropic

PBLG

SiPCPs

N/A

3.86

13.10

Isotropic

8.57

3.63

Isotropic

4.8

16.2

Crystalline

5.86

10.52

Crystalline

*LC: liquid crystal
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Further investigations for inhomogenization of the anisotropic mixtures were made by
mixing fluorescently labeled SiPCPs and PBLG and characterizing the sample with
epifluorescence microscopy. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 are the pictures for the exact same area of the
FITC- SiPCPs / PBLG sample. The pictures show the mixture is not homogeneous, which
suggests that depletion-attraction happens here. Comparing these two figures, one can see the
crystalline structures (bright) area in Figure 3.19 is also the bright green area in Figure 3.20,
which means the crystalline structure is probably from aggregation of SiPCPs. The two
observations:1) higher concentration is required (> 40 wt %) for SiPCPs than for PBLG (>13 wt
%) in order to get a crystalline structure; 2) the fact that the crystalline structure comes from
SiPCPs in the mixture, may be explained as the depletion-attraction affects SiPCPs more
strongly than PBLG rod-like polymers. One can centrifuge the sample (sample has to be loaded
in a Vitrocom cell) and reinvestigate the sample with cross-polarized microscopy and
epifluorescence microscopy. The results can provide some information about: 1) the stability of
the sample and the possibility of phase separation; 2) further evidence about the source (SiPCPs
or PBLG) of crystalline structures in the mixture.
If SiPCPs with a cobalt core are available, one can make the mixtures of Co-SiPCPs and
PBLG. At high concentrations, the similar structures, which are generated in a mixture of
SiPCPs and PBLG (Figure 3.15) are expected. Then, the magnetic field can be applied, and the
phase structures may be tuned by moving the external magnetic field. This experiment also can
provide some information of the source of crystalline structures since only Co-SiPCPs can
respond to the magnetic field.
More information about the detailed structures of SiPCPs and the mixture of PBLG and
SiPCPs, which can be obtained by using small angle X-ray scattering or small angle light
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scattering, are needed. As mentioned before, the ratio of the size of the spherical particle and the
length of the thin rod strongly affects depletion, and consequently influences the structures of
their mixture. Polydispersity is another factor even though low-polydispersity samples were
used. Variation of SiPCPs and PBLG size and polydispersity is required to complete these
investigations. In addition, FITC-labeled PBLG mixed with SiPCPs also can offer some evidence
about the inhomogeneity. More information about the detailed structures of SiPCPs and the
mixture of PBLG and SiPCPs by using small angle X-ray scattering or small angle light
scattering, etc., is needed.
3.3.3 Probe Diffusion of FITC SiPCPs through PBLG Matrix
At low concentrations of PBLG, probe (SiPCPs) diffusion results were used to
investigate the behaviors of the SiPCPs in SiPCPs / PBLG mixture. As the PBLG (Mw=277,000)
is about 190 nm long, and we would like to investigate the diffusion of SiPCPs through a PBLG
network, smaller-sized (DSiPCPs < L) FITC-labeled SiPCPs were prepared. FITC dye molecules
were connected to PBLG polymers (on SiPCPs surface) through the reaction with -NH2 end
groups of PBLG, so at most only one FITC molecule is attached per PBLG polymer chain. Too
low fluorescent intensity may cause wrong results from FPR, so the comparison of DLS and FPR
measurements of FITC-labeled SiPCPs was made before probe diffusion experiments.
Table 3.2 shows the results of DLS and FPR measurements of FITC-SiPCPs in pyridine
at about 0.25 wt % (Batch NO. ES.2.160A). From table 3.2, one can see that the results from
DLS and FPR are same in error range. Therefore, the same concentration of the probe (about
0.25%) was kept stable and the concentration of matrix PBLG varied from 0 wt% to 2.0 wt% for
probe diffusion experiments.
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Figure 3.19 Photomicrograph of mixture of FITC-labeled SiPCPs (18.89 wt%) and PBLG (10.04
wt%) in pyridine at room temperature by cross-polarized microscopy.

Figure 3.20 Photomicrograph of FITC-labeled SiPCPs (18.89 wt%) and PBLG (10.04 wt%) in
pyridine at room temperature by epifluorescence microscopy. (Same spot of sample was
examined as in Figure 3.18)
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Table 3.2 DLS and FPR measurements of FITC-labeled SiPCPs ( ≈ 0.25 wt%) in pyridine
(ES2.160A, FITC-ES2.160A, both samples were at the same concentration)

method

DLS

FPR

DSiPCPs (cm2 s-1)

3.1E-08 ± 1.1 E-09

3.02E-08 ± 2.1 E-09

Figure 3.21 is the Dapp vs. angle of DLS measurements of 0.25 wt% FITC-SiPCPS in
pyridine. (same DLS measurement as in table 3.2). The almost flat horizontal Dapp results

Dapp x 10 ^8 (cm2S-1)

indicate the particles are quite monodispersed.
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Figure 3.21 The Dapp vs. angle of DLS measurements of 0.25 wt% FITC-SiPCPS in pyridine.
(same DLS measurement as in table 3.2.)
QELSS has been chosen by several groups to measure probe diffusion,59;82;115-118 while
some other groups such as Russo 68;85;119 and Ware 120, selected the self-diffusion method.
Compared with self-diffusion, light scattering need fewer steps for preparing the samples, and
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the light scattering instruments are more popular, but the light scattering method requires that the
matrix and solvent have an identical or very close refractive index, which means only probe
scatters light or scatters much stronger than matrix (Iprobe / Imatrix > 100). Table 3.3 presents the
ratio of scattering intensity of SiPCPs and matrix PBLG at different angles. One can see for our
SiPCPs and PBLG mixture sample, light scattering is not always appropriate to measure probe
diffusion. Meanwhile, the DLS measurement showed more than one decay on g (1) (t ) vs. t curve.
The self diffusion technique which traces the diffusion of the probe without being
disturbed from the matrix was considered as a suitable method and FPR was chosen for our
probe diffusion experiments.
Table 3.3 Scattering intensity of SiPCPs and PBLG in pyridine with different angles
Angle

First trial* (Iprobe / Imatrix)

Second trial** (Iprobe / Imatrix)

30

128

37

45

95

35

60

73

13

75

79

17

90

66

16

*First trial: Probe (SiPCPs, JQ2.163A): 0.2568 wt%; matrix (PBLG, JQ2.189B): 0.186 wt %
**Second trial: Probe (SiPCPs, JQ2.163A): 0.2568 wt%; matrix (PBLG, JQ2.189C): 0.239 wt %
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Figures 3.22 and 3.23 display the raw data (compressed) and the analysis of the
compressed data with a 1EXP of sample (JQ.2.174 A) with 0.252 % SiPCPs and 0.097 wt%
PBLG in pyridine. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show the raw data (compressed) and the analysis of the
compressed data with a 1EXP of sample (JQ.2.176 A) with 0.244 % SiPCPs and 0.266 wt%
PBLG in pyridine. Both raw data and analysis results indicate that the probe diffusion in a higher
concentration of the matrix (sample JQ.2.176A, Figure 3.23 and 3.24) is slower. This may be
because the solution has a higher viscosity with increased matrix concentration or because of the
aggregation of probes (discussed in the following paragraphs).
Figure 3.26 is the diffusion coefficient of the FITC-SiPCPs probe in a PBLG matrix as a
function of concentration of PBLG. In Figure 3.26, there is a sharp drop of the diffusion
coefficient, which can indicate two possibilities: 1) the PBLG rod-like polymers started to form a
network; 2) the SiPCPs become aggregated. Table 3.4 is the comparison of the Rh of SiPCPs in
pyridine from DLS and the SLS data of SiPCPs in a PBLG matrix. Data from table 3.4 suggest
the aggregation of SiPCPs in PBLG matrix, which is from depletion effect of PBLG rods. But
this result can’t tell whether there is a PBLG network or not.
Figure 3.27 is the viscosity of PBLG vs. concentration of PBLG. The two black lines are
the linear fit trend lines for the data. One can see two trend lines are necessary to fit the data. The
more-than-one linear fitting also implies the viscosity can not be the first order of the
concentration of PBLG.
By Doi’s estimation,121;122 for long thin rods (L>>d) solution, ν (number density of rods)
>> 1/L3 means the rods are strongly entangled, while ν << 1/dL2 means the solution is very dilute
and there are no interactions between rods. It is also can be explained that 1/dL2 is the liquidcrystal-formation-minimum limit. As PBLG with Mw=277,000, the concentration range 1/L3 <<
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ν<< 1/dL2 corresponds to 0.0067 wt % to 0.8 wt %. The experiment result shows the 1.18wt %
PBLG/pyridine solution is a clear, viscous liquid. The characterization by using a crosspolarizing microscope confirms that the sample is isotropic. The discrepancy of Doi’s prediction
and experimental results is probably because of the diameters of the rods and more importantly
the flexibility of the rods especially the high Mw PBLG (Mw=277,000) we used. At high
concentrations, the floppy ends of the PBLG chains help the PBLG not to entangle to each
other.123 In addition, if the diameter of rods is comparable to the distance between rods, which is
not our situation, the translations diffusion of the rod parallel to the axis is not “free” any more.
124;125

The discrepancy with Doi’s estimation is also presented in the result of viscosity of PBLG

in pyridine. Figure 3.28 is the viscosity data with 3rd polynomial fit.
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Figure 3.22 The raw FPR data of sample with 0.097 wt% PBLG at 20 °C. (JQ 2.174A. SiPCPs:
0.252 wt%, PBLG: 0.097%; RR = 100 lines per inch; objective = 10×; K = 778 cm-1)
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Figure 3.23 The analysis of compressed FPR data of sample with 0.097 wt% PBLG using
ANSCAN (1EXP fit). The sample is same as in Figure 3.20. (JQ 2.174A. SiPCPs: 0.252 wt%,
PBLG: 0.097 wt%; RR = 100 lines per inch; objective = 10×; K = 778 cm-1)
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Figure 3.24 The raw FPR data of sample with 0.266 wt% PBLG at 20 °C. (JQ 2.176A. SiPCPs:
0.244 wt%, PBLG: 0.266 wt%; RR = 100 lines per inch; objective = 10×; K = 778 cm-1)
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Figure 3.25 The analysis of compressed FPR data of sample with 0.266 wt% PBLG using
ANSCAN (1EXP fit). (JQ 2.176A. SiPCPs: 0.244 wt%, PBLG: 0.266 wt%; RR = 100 lines per
inch; objective = 10×; K = 778 cm-1)
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Figure 3.26 The diffusion coefficient (FPR data) of FITC-labeled SiPCPs through PBLG (Mw =
277,000) matrix in pyridine.
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Table 3.4 DLS and SLS measurements of SiPCPs in pyridine with or without PBLG matrix
(ES2.160 [the core is ES 1.179], JQ 2.176B)
Rh from DLS

Average(Rg/0.775 + Rspherical fit ), from SLS

(nm)

(nm)

ES1.179A

50

----------------------

JQ 2.176B

----------------

152

Sample name

*JQ 2.176 B: Probe (SiPCPs): 0.247 wt%, matrix (PBLG): 0.150 wt %
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experiment results
5000

linear fit

viscosity (cp)

4000
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Y=A+B*X

Y=A+B*X
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--------------------------------------A
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B
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Figure 3.27 Viscosity of PBLG (Mw = 277,000) in pyridine at different concentrations at 20 °C.
Linear fit is applied. (The black lines are the linear fit trend lines.)
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According to Doi, et al.’s prediction,122

η ≈ η s (1 + νL3 )

(ν<< 1/L3, very dilute region )

equation 3.26

η ≈ η s [1 + (νL3 ) 3 ] (ν>>1/L3, concentrated region) equation 3.27
where ηs is the viscosity of solvent. Equation 3.26 and 3.27 show the viscosity of the solution
relates the cube of the length of the rods. In Figure 3.28, the 3rd polynomial trend line, which
fits a data much better than the linear model (Figure 3.26), qualitatively agrees Doi’s estimation
ofη ∝ L3 . But quantitatively, as in other studies,113;123;124 there is a big difference between the
experiment and the theory. Figure 3.29 is the comparison of experiment results with Doi’s
theory for the viscosity of the PBLG solution. Our result is about 5 orders of magnitude lower
than predicted. As the diameter of PBLG is only 16 Å, which is quite small compared with the
length of the PBLG (L =190 nm), the flexibility and/or hydrodynamic interaction may be
responsible.Cush et al. investigated the “flexibility” effect by comparing the PBLG with TMV
which is almost the perfect colloidal rod in nature.123 In their study, the PBLG lost about 90%
of the diffusion at highest concentration while TMV lost about 50%. Lower molecular weight
PBLG behaves more close to theory also suggests the flexibility of PBLG is the most factor
here.113
As the Stokes-Einstein equation (equation 3.26) shows, D ∝ 1 / η or D *η = constant, at
steady temperature and radii of the spheres staying constant.
Rh =

kT
6πη o Do

equation 3.26

Figure 3.30 presents the ratio of the diffusion coefficient in a matrix to diffusion coefficient in
the pyridine (blue dots) and the reciprocal of the ratio of viscosity of matrix to the viscosity of
pyridine.
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With the increased concentration of matrix PBLG, the viscosity increases, resulting in
reduced diffusion coefficient of the probe. According to the Stokes-Einstein equation, the two
series data ([η pyridine/η matrix vs. concentration], and [D probe, matrix /D probe, pyridine vs. concentration])
should be identical, while in fact there is deviation between the experiment results and the
estimation. The diffusion coefficient, therefore, doesn’t decrease as much as viscosity increases.
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Figure 3.28 Viscosity of PBLG (Mw = 277,000) in pyridine at different concentrations at 20 °C.
Third polynomial fit is applied. (The black line is the 3rd polynomial fit trend line.)
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Figure 3.29 Comparison of Doi’s estimation and experimental results for viscosity of PBLG in
pyridine.
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Figure 3.30 D probe, matrix/D probe, pyridine or η pyridine/η matrix vs. concentration of PBLG in pyridine.
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One can also transform equation 3.26 to equation 3.27:

ηD =

kT
6πRh

equation 3.27

If there is no aggregation, Rh keeps constant, ηD vs. wt% is expected to be a horizontal,
straight line. Figure 3.31 is the product of the diffusion coefficient of the SiPCPs probe and the
viscosity of the PBLG matrix (in poise) vs. the PBLG wt %. The viscosity of PBLG is
calculated by using the trend line equation in Figure 3.28:
y = (1072.4 ± 226.9) x 3 + (1718.5 ± 391.4) x 2 + (585.0 ± 179.4) x + (102.7 ± 20.2)
where y is viscosity in cp, and x is wt % of PBLG.
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Figure 3.31 Product of Dself and viscosity of PBLG matrix vs. concentration of PBLG in
pyridine. (The viscosity is calculated from the trend line equation in Figure 3.28.)
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1.4

In Figure 3.31, one can see the product of diffusion coefficient and wt% of PBLG
increase when the wt% is above 2% even though the second point is a little bit unusual.
This ascending trend was also observed by several studies.59;82;98;126;127 In 1992, Pecora studied
the diffusion of SiO2 (probe) in PBLG (matrix)/DFM mixture. They observed that the solutionviscosity actually was about double the local viscosity surrounding the probe (often called the
microviscosity) after the matrix formed a transient network. Consequently the probe diffused
faster than expected.59;82 Probably the same explanation can be applied to our experiment results.
However, our results display a slightly higher ratio (about 6-7) of viscosity of solution to local
viscosity, possibly because of the different Mw matrix, the different-sized probe applied, and
most importantly the probe SiPCPs have polymer brushes on the surface. Probably the flexibility
of matrix, which has been reported by Cantor et al.,98 also affect the probe diffusion. Further
studies of probe diffusion with different molecular weight especially high molecular weight
PBLG are necessary, and these have been put in our or planned work.
The mixture solution becoming inhomogeneous at a low concentration reminds us that
the grafting onto technique, by simply mixing SiO2 sphere and PBLG, may not lead to SiPCPs
with dense surface. In contrast, the aggregation of spheres and network forming from PBLG are
not problems for grafting polymer on a flat surface.

3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the physical properties of the PCBL in m-cresol, and the mixture of
PBLG-SiPCPs (spheres) and PBLG polypeptides (rods) in pyridine were studied. Optical
rotation results prove that the helix-coil transition temperature of PCBL is at about 27 °C. Phase
studies of PCBL raise the question of the competition between temperature and concentration in
crystalline formation. For the mixture of SiPCPs and PBLG, at high concentrations of SiPCPs
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and PBLG, the phase study results confirm the strong depletion interaction. The concentration
required to form a crystalline phase in mixture is lower than the concentration needed in a PBLG
solution or a SiPCPs suspension. In a low-concentration mixture, the probe diffusion of FITClabeled SiPCPs through a PBLG matrix was investigated. Diffusion of the probe decreases with
the increased PBLG concentration because of the raised viscosity of the matrix solution.
However, the decrease of diffusion is less than expected as calculated from the Stokes-Einstein
equation. This may be due to the formation of PBLG network, which let the microviscosity be
lower than the viscosity of the solution, “drives” the probe particles to move faster than
predicted.

3.5 Future work
Since the coil─ helix transition of PCBL is related to the temperature, it will be an
interesting topic if we can make a crystal structure of PCBL-SiPCPs or PCBL / SiPCPs mixture,
and then investigate the phase behaviors. If the temperature is higher than the coil─ helix
transition temperature, PCBL polymer is expected to be rods; consequently, the depletion
interaction may exist. So the effects of the temperature, the concentration of each component,
and all factors of depletion interaction, such as the size and size distribution of the PCBL and the
SiPCPs, can be investigated in one system.
Depletion interaction and probe diffusion in the matrix rely on the size of spheres and
rods. Differently sized SiPCPs, especially a large amount of the SiPCPs with varied shell:core
ratio, are required. The problem mentioned in chapter 2 emerges again: we need to find a method
to synthesize SiPCPs with precise control and in high yields.
Measurements from SAXS or SALS can provide more details about the crystalline
structures of concentrated SiPCPs and the mixture of SiPCPs and the polypeptide. Shearing,
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which is expected to separate the piled particles, can clarify the crystalline structures of SiPCPs.
Stability and the possibility of phase separation of the mixture is expected to be investigated by
centrifuging and re-examining with a cross-polarized microscope and an epifluorescence
microscope.
Magnetic SiPCPs, which have a cobalt core inside, give the magnetic properties of these
particles. For the phase studies, one can mix Co-SiPCPs with normal SiPCPs or PBLG and
adjust the external magnetic field. The studies of phase change responding to the external
magnetic field will be a very exciting topic, and the novel material with a switchable phase has
potential applications in electrical or photonic elements.
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CHAPTER 4

CONSTRUCTION OF HOLOGRAPHIC FPR
INSTRUMENT

Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery (FPR) has been applied in many scientific and
industrial fields. It is a very useful tool to monitor a molecule’s diffusion in membranes,1-7 dense
systems (gels 8-13 and liquid crystals14-17) concentrated solutions18 or mixtures of two or more
solutes,19-22 (rods, spheres, or their mixture). FPR has three main steps: exciting, bleaching and
recovering. According to the styles of the bleaching patterns, two kinds of FPR are available: spot
FPR 23;24 and fringe FPR.25 Spot FPR is easier to operate but the results are not as accurate as the
results from the fringe FPR because of the edge effect.23 Koppel used multipoint scanning to
reduce the uncertainty and insensitivity.24 The periodic-pattern photobleaching was introduced by
Smith and McConnell in 1978.25 In their experiment the laser beam traveled through a Ronchi
Ruling (RR, a glass with equal clear and black stripes) before it passed the microscope objective
and finally reached the sample. Lanni and Ware improved the pattern photobleaching technique
with modulation.26 The RR was able to move at a constant speed with the help of a modified
phonograph turntable. The RR FPR for our probe diffusion experiments is similar to Lanni’s
system, except that the RR was moved by the vibration of low-frequency loudspeakers. The
holographic FPR under construction is also fringe FPR which the pattern is created by the
interference of two crossed beams and the modulation is controlled by the electro-optic modulator
(EOM).
The mixture of SiPCPs and PBLG can be very viscous even at low concentrations.
Consequently, the diffusion of the probe particles is very slow. The RR FPR instrument being
used in our experiments (details are in the next section) creates the fringe pattern by imaging a
RR, which is not efficient in this situation. It is impossible to get a RR with a fringe pattern
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narrower than one micrometer. A narrower down-to-nanometer fringe pattern is needed and a
new holographic FPR instrument is being developed to satisfy such a specific condition. The
major differences between the holographic FPR under construction and the RR FPR currently
used are: 1) In holographic FPR, a spatial pattern is produced from the interference of two
crossed beams as an alternative by illuminating a Ronchi Ruling in RR FPR;27;28 2) the
oscillating pattern is generated by an EOM in holographic FPR instead of two opposing lowfrequency loudspeakers that vibrate the Ronchi ruling back and forth; 3) a lock-in amplifier,
which can detect weakly oscillating signals, is employed in holographic FPR.

4.1 Ronchi Ruling (RR) FPR
Figure 4.1 is the schematic of Ronchi Ruling FPR instrument currently being used. As
Laser beam at 488 nm supplied by an Innova 90 passes an acousto-optic modulator (AOM, made
by NEOS Inc., detail is in next paragraph) where the laser beam is split, and all other diffracted
beams, except the first-order diffracted beam, are blocked by a pin hole. The AOM alternates
the first-order diffractive beam at low intensity for reading or at high intensity (2000 times
stronger than low intensity) for bleaching. After the beam is detoured by two mirrors (mirror 1
and 2), it passes the Ronchi Ruling that is located between the two low-frequency speakers. The
speakers can create vibrations with the desired frequency. Finally, the beam is reflected from a
dichroic mirror, illuminates the sample, and goes through a microscope objective.
The illuminated fluorescent light (λ = 514.5 nm) enters the photomultiplier tube (PMT) by
passing through the dichroic mirror and a shutter. The signal generated from PMT is fed to a Low
Noise preamplifier (Stanford Research Systems, Model SR560), followed with an amplifier built
by the LSU electronic shop. The signal from the amplifier is transferred to an analog-digital card
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(National Instruments, #AT-MIO-16D Part #320489-01) which communicates with a computer
through LabView 6.0 software.

Oscilloscope
Electronics

PMT

Shutter
Dichroic
mirror

Ronchi Ruling

Mirror 2

Microscope
objective
Sample

Low frequency speaker

Pin hole

AOM
AOM driver

Mirror 1

Figure 4.1 Schematic graph of RR FPR instrument. (Adapted from Refs. 29 and 30, Dotted line
is the light path.)
An oscilloscope is connected with a preamplifier that is used to monitor the sinusoidal wave
generated. Finally, the signal is translated to a DC voltage that represents the contrast of the
pattern, C. The diffusion coefficient of a sample can be calculated by equations 4.1 to 4.3
C(t) =B + Ae (-Гt)

equation 4.1

Г=DsK2

equation 4.2

K=2π/L

equation 4.3
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where B is the baseline, t is the time since photobleaching has occurred; Г is the decay rate
(reciprocal of decay time); Ds is the self diffusion coefficient; L is the repeat pattern in the
sample, and it is determined by the number of stripes of Ronchi Ruling and the objective; K is a
spatial frequency which depends on L. It is difficult to make RR with very fine lines. The finest
one available in our lab is 200 lines/in, with 10 X objective the L could be as small as 12 μm.

L

Figure 4.2 Scheme of the Ronchi Ruling pattern on sample
The AOM in Figure 4.1 is also called a Bragg cell. It is a piece of transparent material
(e.g., glass) with an attached piezoelectric transducer. This piezoelectric transducer is driven by
an RF signal source, and it can produce acoustic waves in the glass. The acoustic wave generates
a moving spatially periodic variation of index of refraction in the glass, which can be treated as
moving planes of compression (with a higher refractive index) and extension (with a lower
refractive index). The incident light is diffracted by these planes just like Bragg diffraction in
crystals. For Bragg diffraction, the atomic plane is stationary, whereas for acousto-optic
diffraction, the acoustic wave planes travel at the speed of sound. A laser beam passes through
the AOM, which is adjusted to diffract about 85-90% intensity of the incident light into the 1st
order diffracted beam. The pin hole blocks all other diffracted beams except for the 1st order one.
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The 1st order diffracted light in “phase” (agrees with the Bragg diffraction condition) is used for
breaking the chemical bond of the florescent dye attached with the sample particles and the
thousands-time-weaker intensity (out of “phase”) beam light that is for reading. A shutter is
necessary for protecting PMT in the bleaching processor.

4.2 Holographic FPR
Figure 4.3 is the schematic graph of the holographic FPR. Similar to RR FPR, the laser
light supplied by Lexel model 95 passes through AOM (NEOS 35085-3). With the help of
AOM, the laser beam is able to be high intensity for bleaching and low intensity for reading. The
AOM is connected with the AOM driver (NEOS modal N38085-6DS) which is controlled by the
LabView 8.1 program through data acquisition (DA board, NI USB-6221). The laser beam is
split to beam1 and beam 2 after it is detoured by mirror 1 and passes through a beam splitter.
Beam 1 passes through the beam splitter and then is reflected by mirror 2. Beam 2 is reflected by
the beam splitter and then goes through EOM (Con Optics M302), which controls the phase
change of beam 2 (detail is in the EOM section). The two beams meet each other at a sample
cell. The signal is collected by PM (photosensor modules H7826, brand: Hamamatsu) and sent to
lock in amplifier (SR850 DSP (digital signal processing)), which distinguishes the weak signal
from noise (detail is in lock in amplifier section); finally the noise-eliminated signal goes to the
computer where the data are processed.
The wideness of a pair of dark-bright lines of the interface pattern (d, it is L in RR FPR)
from beam 1 and beam 2 can be calculated by using equation 4.4.27
d=

λ
2π
=
q
2 sin(θ )
2
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equation 4.4
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Mirror 1
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Lock-in
Lock-in
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PM
GPIB card
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Figure 4.3 Schematic graph of holographic FPR. Dotted line is the light path
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AOM
driver

where λ is the wavelength of the laser beam, (λ = 488 nm in this setup); θ is the angle between
two cross beams, and d can be varied by adjusting θ. If the θ is 60°, the d is 488 nm, which is
almost 1/25 of the repeat pattern of RR FPR with 200 lines/in RR and 10X objective. This means
this holographic FPR (θ = 60°) can measure the recovery more than six hundred times faster.
Figure 4.4 is the picture of the interfere pattern of our holographic FPR. The sample is
FITC labeled gelatin, and here the angle θ is about 0.5 o. The black dots are dust. The extreme
small angle is chosen just for alignment and taking a picture. In real experiments, the angle
should be much larger than this.
4. 2.1 Electro-Optic Modular (EOM)
The Linear Electro-Optic Effect (LEOE) lets the EOM act to change phase. LEOE was first
described by F. Pockels in 1906. It occurs in crystals lacking a symmetric center, such as lithium
niobate or gallium aresnide. These kinds of crystals slightly change the refractive index when
subjected to an alterable electronic field and the small change is enough to change the spatial-phase
condition of in-coming light. In order to use this effect, the EOM is rotated, rolled and tilted to
make sure the incident light propagates through the crystal in the direction that is normal with
respect to the direction that the reflective index can change. Figure 4.5 gives the scheme of the
EOM. Beams A and B are the outgoing beams before and after the electronic field is switched. In
this set-up, the EOM is connected with the EOM driver, which is also linked to a controller (Con
Optics M302). The J1 and J2 plugs of the driver connect with the EOM and the J3 plug connects
with the function generator (Heath 1274). The function generator manages the frequency of the
electronic field, and consequently manages the frequency of the phase change of the outgoing light.
The LabView software can also be used to generate a wave signal besides the function generator.
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LabView sends the wave signal to a DA (data acquisition) board. By connecting the DA board
with the J3 plug of the EOM driver, the wave signal is able to be delivered to EOM.

Figure 4.4 The pattern of interference of two crossed-beams at about 0.5 o.

Beam A

EOM
Beam 2

Beam B

Figure 4.5 Scheme of EOM.
Since our laser source is polarized, EOM can be adjusted by following three steps: 1)
Turn on the laser, let the laser pass through EOM; 2) Put a polarizer before EOM, adjust the
polarizer to make sure there is no light going through the polarizer; 3) Put the same polarizer
after the EOM and adjust the EOM to make sure there is no light passing through the polarizer.
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4.2.2 Lock-in Amplifier
A lock-in amplifier is employed to detect weakly oscillating signals. The lock-in
amplifier filters the noise from the real signal based on the frequency, not the intensity. Picture
4.6 is a picture of the SR850 DSP amplifier. “Reference in” plug is connected with a function
generator or DA board when a wave signal is generated from the LabView software. “Signal in”
plug is connected with PM, and “signal out” plug joins with the oscilloscope if necessary. The
amplifier is connected with the computer through GPIB card. All functions of the lock-in
amplifier can be executed by computer through the LabView software. The software of the
SR850 DSP amplifier is available to download from NI.com and can be customized. Figure 4.7
is the front panel of SR850 DSP on the computer.

Reference in

Signal out

Figure 4.6 Picture of model SR850 DSP Lock-in amplifier.
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Signal in

Figure 4.7 The front panel of lock-in amplifier on computer

4.2.3 Controlling AOM, PM and Shutter
Acousto-optic modulator (AOM), photosensor modules (PM), and shutter (powered by
Heath 2718) can also be controlled through LabView. Shutter and PM are connected with the
DA board (detail see Figure 4.11). When the “AOM on” is chosen for bleaching, the shutter is
automatically closed to protect the PM; while in the reading process, the AOM is off, the shutter
is opened and the illuminated signal is able to be send to PM. Figure 4. 8 is the front panel of
shutter/AOM control testing (program “05 Collecting while sawtoothing-stand alone.vi”). One is
highly recommended to do this test before running a real experiment.
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Figure 4.8 The front panel of testing program for controlling shutter and AOM.
Figure 4.9 is the picture of the shutter and PM. They are located in a customized aluminum
case. In RR FPR, the microscope used a fairly high N.A. objective, which helps to collect the
signal, and the PM is located above the image. The PM (H7826 modal) for holographic FPR has
a much smaller size, and the optical fiber bundle was used to feed the signal to PM (see picture
4.10).

Light
Shutter

PM

Figure 4.9 Picture of shutter and PM.
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Optical fiber
bundle

PM

Shutter

Lens
Sample
Figure 4.10 Scheme of collecting signal and feeding to PMT.
Figure 4.11 is scheme of the DA board pin structure. It gives the information on how the
computer communicates with the AOM, shutter, PMT, etc.
#94 to (-) of shutter
power supply

#66 to ground
# 65 to shutter
controller

#1 to PM

#66 to AOM
Modulator

#3 to PM

#16 to
EOM driver

Figure 4.11 DA board pin structure

4.2.4 Pictures of the Set-Up
Below are pictures of the holographic FPR. There are some optional modifications which
are discussed in section 4.2.6. Figure 4.12 is the picture of the whole set-up. The picture is taken
from the opposite side as the sample is located. Microscope is used to check the interference
pattern.
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AOM

Ar Laser

Sample stage

EOM

Splitter

Figure 4.12 Picture of set-up of holographic FPR.
Figure 4.13 is the close-up picture of AOM. The pinhole is used to block all diffractive
beams except the 1st one.

AOM
Pin hole,
only let
1st order
diffracted
light go
through

Mirror 1

Figure 4.13 Close view of AOM, pinhole and mirror.
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4.2.5 Run Experiments with LabView
The Labview program was obtained with a big contribution from Dr. Grigor Bantchev.
After the testing of the shutter and PMT has been done, one can start the measurement. The main
program is “00hFPR GB.vi”, which has the front panel, as Figure 4.14 shows. Three values are
collected: signal, stage and noise. The signal is a DC signal and it indicates the contrast. “Stage”
here means the 3 steps of “prebleach, bleach, and recovery”. Click the star key “ ⇒ ” on the top (
the key in red cysle), the “20 users input .vi” window will pop up as Figure 4.15 presents. In this
subvi, one is able to choose the time range for prebleach, bleach and recovery, the address to save
the data, the pattern frequency, the point rate, and the number of testing per pattern cycle. There are
two choices to save data, “save all data points” and “save compressed data points”. “Save
compressed data points” function uses less space for storing data, and it is very useful when the
experiment needs a long recovery stage. Click the “ready, start” button when it is ready. The data
are save as .txt file, and one needs transfer the data to the Excel file and analyze the data with the
Excel program.

Star
key

Figure 4.14 Front panel of the main program.
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4.2.6 Some Optional Modifications
The voltage controller of PMT: The working voltage for PMT is 11.5 -15.5 V, and one can
add one voltage control for PMT in order to get optimum working power. The controller basically
is an adjustable resistance with 0-100K Ω.
Intensity filter: Beam 1 and beam 2 may not have same intensity after one goes through
EOM and the other is reflected by mirror 2. An intensity filter can be used to make the two beams
are the same strength before they meet at the sample cell.
Concave lens: Strong laser beams are required for the bleaching step and a concave lens
helps to maximize the intensity of the laser beams. A concave lens placed before EOM can
converge the wide light before it enters the EOM.
More mirrors and pinholes: Since the laser is not perfect, more mirrors are used to prolong
the light path and separate the stray light which has a wavelength beyond 488 nm. Pinholes are
then applied to stop these stray lights and pass only beams with 488 nm.

Figure 4.15 The pop up window of “20 user input.vi”.
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4.3 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, the construction of a holographic FPR was described. The holographic FPR
takes advantage of the interference of two cross beams to get a fine grating which can be as narrow
as the wave length of the incoming laser. The set-up and the LabView software controlling the
lock-in amplifier were explained. Some optional modifications of the system were also presented.
In order to test the system, bleaching the sample is necessary. In this holographic FPR, the
intensity of laser beam “hitting” the sample is weaker than the one in RR FPR. In RR FPR, the
laser light passes through an objective before it meets the sample. Therefore, placing convex lenses
in front of the sample (let the beams pass the lenses before they reach the sample) may solve the
problem. Meanwhile, we placed a an RR pattern in front of the sample and tried to use the single
beam (by blocking one of the two beams) of holographic FPR to bleach the RR pattern on the
sample. The bleached pattern was observed when the RR pattern was large, e.g., 50 lines/in, and
this bleaching procedure could not achieved when small patterns like 200 lines/in were used. This
phenomenon may be due to vibration. A solution can lie in acquiring a better air floats system for
the table and covering the whole system with a heavy case.
The program is still not perfect; some improvements such as simplifying the reading and
analyzing process are also anticipated.
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CHAPTER 5 CHARACTERIZATION OF COBALT
MAGNETIC NANOPARTICLES
5.1 Magnetism and Magnetic Particles
5.1.1 Introduction of Magnetism
Even though, the first magnetism experiment was reported 200 years ago, the history of
magnetic materials is more than 2500 years old. Oersted and Sturgeon discovered in the 1800’s
that electricity and magnetism are related. Overall, magnetic force is generated from the
movement of electron(s). Such movement can arise from the motion of electrons in an electric
current, resulting “electromagnetism", or it can be from the quantum-mechanical spin and orbital
motion of electrons, leading to "permanent magnets". The Biot-Savart law (equation 5.1)
describes the relationship between the differential elements of current and the corresponding
magnetic field.
∧

Idl × r
dB = K m
r2

equation 5.1

Here, d B is the differential element of the magnetic field; I is the current; dl the
differential length vector of the current element;

∧

r

is the unit displacement vector from the

current element to the field point; r is the distance from the current element to the field point;
Km is a constant which is defined as K m = µ 0 / 4π , and µ 0 is the magnetic constant (explained
further in the following graph). A responding magnetic field called magnetization ( M ) is
produced when a magnetic or electric field (called applied field H ) is applied to a material. The
magnetic susceptibility ( χ ) is a unitless parameter which demonstrates the response of the
material to an applied magnetic field.
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χ=

M
H

equation 5.2

The magnetic induction, also called magnetic flux density B , is the total amount of the magnetic
flux through the unit area of a section, which is perpendicular to the direction of the flux.
Equation 5.3 describes the dependence of B, H, and M in a centimeter-gram-second system
(CGS).
B = H + 4πM

equation 5.3

In equation 5.3, the unit for B is Gauss (G), Oersted (Oe) for H, and emu/cm3 for M.
Magnetic permeability (μ) represents how easily the material can be magnetized. It is defined as
the proportionality between magnetic induction B and magnetic field H (equation 5.4). In the SI
unit system, magnetic permeability in vacuum (μ0) is approximately 1.257 x 10-6 Henry per
meter (H/m or m.kg.A-2.sec-2). Different types of magnetic material show different magnetic
permeability behaviors, e.g., diamagnetic material decreases the magnetic flux density,
paramagnetic material concentrates the magnetic flux more than one but less than ten times,
while ferromagnetic materials intensify the magnetic flux by a factor of ten or more. For some
materials, the permeability factor varies with the temperature and the intensity of applied field.

B = μH = μ 0 ( H + M ) = μ 0 (1 + χ ) H

equation 5.4

Here (SI unit system) the unit for B is tesla (T), A/m for H and M. In engineering applications,
relative permeability (μr), a unitless constant defined as the ratio of permeability of a specific
medium to the permeability of vacuum, is often mentioned.

μr = μ μ
0

equation 5.5

The spin motion of the electrons in a material creates a magnetic field. When an external
magnetic field is applied, the motion of the electrons tends to be aligned in such a way that the
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created magnetic field is in an opposite direction from the external magnetic field. This is called
diamagnetism. Depending on the behavior of the material after the release of the external
magnetic field, the material can be distinguished as paramagnetic or ferromagnetic. For
paramagnetic material, the magnetization is proportional to the external magnetic field and there
is not any magnetization retained after the external magnetic field is released. As a contrast,
ferromagnetic material such as iron, nickel, and cobalt tends to “memorize” and keep the
ordering. This tendency of "remembering the magnetic history" is so called hysteresis. Magnetic
hysteresis is a phenomenon that a magnetic material can’t relax back to zero magnetization even
if the magnetic field is removed. In order to get zero magnetization, the opposite-direction
magnetic field is needed.
Figure 5.1 shows the typical hysteresis loop for ferromagnetic material. The
magnetization starts from point “s”, and reaches a maximum at point “a”. At point “a” all of the
magnetic domains are aligned and the material reaches the magnetic saturation. Then, the
magnetic field is reduced to zero (point “b”) and there is still some magnetization remaining. The
value at point “b” is called retentivity; it indicates the remaining magnetization. At point “c”, the
magnetic field H has been reversed and the magnetic induction B is reduced to zero. The
negative value of H is called coactivity. The material becomes magnetically saturated at negative
direction (compare with point “a”) at point “d”. Then the reversed magnetic field is reduced to
zero (point “e”), the material has remaining magnetization the same as at point “c” but with
contrary direction. Finally, the magnetization is increased in the positive direction to point “f”
where the B returns back to zero. Material with a wide hysteresis loop is good for permanent
magnets and memory devices, whereas the one with a narrow hysteresis loops is normally used
for transformer and motor cores.
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Figure 5.1 Hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material.
The magnetic domain is the region in which all of the atomic dipoles are coupled together
in a preferential direction. For ferromagnetic material, each domain has a high degree of
magnetization, even though the bulk material doesn’t show any sign of magnetism without any
external magnetic field because domains are randomly oriented to each other. When an external
magnetic field is applied, magnetic domains within the material are aligned, and the more
domains are aligned, the stronger magnetization the material has. Figure 5.2 shows how domains
respond to the applied magnetic field in the hysteresis loop.
a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 5.2 Scheme of domain behavior in hysteresis loop.
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The alignment can be broken by increased temperature, and the net magnetization can also be
reduced to zero at the Curie temperature. The Curie temperature indicates how much thermal
energy is needed to break the long-range ordering in the material. Above the Curie point, the
material is paramagnetic. Table 5.1 is the Curie temperature of some ferromagnetic materials.
Table 5.1 Curie temperature of some ferromagnetic materials1;2
Material

Curie temperature (K)

Fe

1043

Co

1388

Ni

627

Gd

293

CrO2

387

Cu2MnAl

630

Cu2MnIn

500

Sr2FeReO6

500

Sr2FeMoO6

400-430

Superparamagnetism normally occurs in very small particles (1-10 nm) of material that
would be ferromagnetic in bulk; The particle’s behavior is similar to paramagnetism even though
the temperature is far below the Curie temperature.
5.1.2 Magnetic Nanoparticles
Magnetic nanoparticles have been applied in many areas such drug delivery,3-6 data
storage,7-10 biomedicine,11-13 contrast enhancement in resonance imaging,14;15 magnetic
refrigeration systems16, and catalysis.17;18 In most of the applications, it is desirable for the
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particles to be superparamagnets when the temperature is above the so-called blocking
temperature, which is mainly affected by the particles’ size. A large magnetic particle has a
multidomain structure, and these domains are separated by domain walls. The formation of
domain walls is dominated by the competition of magnetostatic energy (∆EMS) and domain wall
energy (Edw). Magnetostatic energy increases with domain size, while domain wall energy
increases with more interfacial area between domains, which means Edw increases with
decreasing size. The critical diameter of a spherical particle is the size when the particle is as
small as in a single domain state where ∆EMS = Edw. Table 5.2 is the estimated critical (single
domain) size for some spherical particles.19 The critical diameter estimation is only valid for
spherical and non-interacting particles. The anisotropic shape particles have a larger critical
diameter.
Superparamagnetism can be considered as the behavior of particles with one or more
isolated single small domains. The energy to hold the magnetic moment of the particle in a
certain direction is called magnetic anisotropic energy. Meanwhile, the thermal energy (kBT) of
the particle fights the alignment. When the thermal energy exceeds the magnetic anisotropic
energy, the magnetization can be easily turned over, and the temperature is called blocking
temperature. Above the blocking temperature, a superparamagnetic material behaves like
paramagnetic material.
ZFC and FC (zero field cooling and field cooling) are the simple ways to detect domain
structure and interparticle coupling. Briefly, the sample is cooled down from room temperature
with (FC) or without (ZFC) external magnetic field; then the sample is warmed up with an
applied small magnetic field and magnetization is recorded at the same time. In the warming-up
step of the ZFC experiment, the moments are aligned to the direction of the applied field, while
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the thermal energy tries to break the ordering. For superparamagnetic material, the thermal
energy overcomes the barrier height of magnetization at the blocking temperature. In other
words, for superparamagnetic material, the magnetization reaches a maximum at the blocking
temperature. The blocking temperature shifts to a higher temperature with increased interparticle
interaction. FC data gives us the information about coupling between particles. With a small
applied field, uncoupled particles present a large increase with temperature, while strongly
coupled particles show a much smaller increase.20-22
Table 5.2 Estimated critical diameter for some spherical particles 19
material

Dc (nm)

hcp Co

15

fcc Co

7

Fe

15

Ni

55

SmCo5

750

Fe3O4
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Figure 5.3 is the ZFC/FC curve for Co-SiO2 nanoparticles without /with interaction.
Figure 5.3.a shows the ZFC/FC (zero field cooled/field cooled) magnetization curve of dilute
Co-oleic acid (for protection) particles without interaction. The low blocking temperature (about
90K) and the large increment of magnetization with decreased temperature in FC data reveal
there is no interaction between these Co particles. The ZFC/FC magnetization of concentrated
Co-oleic acid particles is presented in Figure 5.3.b. ZFC data show the blocking temperature is
raised to around 250K and that there is only a little amount of increment in the FC
magnetization cause. Both of these indicate a strong interaction between particles.
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Figure 5.3 The ZFC/FC magnetization curve for Co-oleic acid (for protection) particles. a)
Diluted particles in dodecane. There is no interaction between particles. b) Concentrated
particles. The increased blocking temperature (around 250K) and much smaller increment of FC
data with decreased temperature indicate the strong interaction between particles. (Copied from
Ref. 21)
Decreasing particle size causes more surface anisotropy and more oxidized surface area.
Thus, protective coating of the magnetic nanoparticles is crucial to the procedure. The coating
material can be categorized as organic shell,23-25 which includes surfactant, polymer, or inorganic
shell26;27 which has SiO2, carbon, oxides of the bulk material of the particle, and precious metal
(gold, platinum or silver).28-31 Surfactant coating stabilizes the magnetic particles by electrostatic
repulsion, whereas polymer coating takes advantage of steric repulsion. The choices of polymers
for coating include poly(aniline), poly(alkylcyanoacrylates), poly(methylidene malonate),
poly(pyrrole) poly(glutaraldehyde), poly(methacrylic acid) and poly(ethylene oxide),32-37 etc.
The organic coating could be damaged in an acid solution, organic solvent or high temperature.
As the coating is usually a single or double layer, organic coating is not good for protecting very
active magnetic nanoparticles. An inorganic coating normally forms a thicker “shell” to protect
the magnetic metal nanoparticle “core”. Forming an oxidation layer of core metal can be
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achieved by exposing the particles to oxygen plasma38 or utilizing a plasma-gas-condensationtype cluster deposition.39 The key to such an approach is the controlling of the oxide thickness to
get the best protection with the least loss of magnetization of the nanoparticles. Silica coating has
been applied on Fe2O3,40-42 iron,43 cobalt,27 and ferrofluids44 and the coating can be achieved
through Stöber or sol-gel method.44-47 The thickness of the silica coating is adjustable by
changing the concentration of ammonia and TEOS, and the silica “shell” can be functionalized
for further purpose. The silica layer is porous so air or small molecules may diffuse throughout.
Moreover, the layer is not stable in either a high- or low-pH solution.
In this dissertation, APS/TEOS (3-amino propyltrimethoxy/tetraethylorthosilicate) is used
as a silica precursor for synthesizing silica-coated cobalt particles.48;49 The silica shell is further
functionalized with APS, which reacts with the NCA monomer; finally, the polypeptide-silicacobalt composite particle is formed.
As discussed above, for the critical size of the magnetic nanoparticles, there are several
important issues for the synthesis of magnetic particles: particle size and size distribution;
crystallinity and crystal structure; and the shape of the particles and alignment. Competition
between nucleation and growth determines the size of the product nanoparticle, while fast
nucleation followed by slow growth is crucial for making monodisperse nanoparticles.50 The
two most popular preparation strategies are microemulsion synthesis at low temperature and
thermal-decomposing organometallic compound 51-54 or metal salt55 at high temperatures (100300 oC).56 The nanoparticles made from microemulsion synthesis have a relatively wide
distribution of size, and the yield is low compared with other methods. By contrast, the thermaldecomposing method can have a well-controlled size /size distribution and relatively high
yield.51
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5.2 Experiments
5.2.1 Sample Preparation
5.2.1.1 Superparamagnetic Co Particles Coated with SiO2 Shell
The synthesis of Co-SiO2 was prepared by follwing the process of making gold-SiO2
nanoparticles by Luis, et al.48 Figure 5.2 is the scheme of synthesis Co-SiO2 nano particles. The
particles were provided by Erick Soto-Cantu.
5.2.1.2 PBLG Grafted Co-Sio2 Nano Particles
The process is the same as preparing PBLG-grafted SiO2 particles. For both Co-SiO2 and
PBLG-grafted Co-SiO2 particles, magnetite was used to collect particles, while the centrifuge
method was used for collecting Stöber spheres and SiPCPs.
5.2.2 Instruments
5.2.2.1 Applied Magnetic Field
Two kinds of magnetic field were used: the magnetic field from simple permanent
magnets and the electric-magnetic field from a hand crafted solenoid. It is easy to control the
magnetic field force and direction of the magnetic field by using solenoid. Figure 5.5 is the
scheme of solenoid with a one-dimension magnetic field. The power supply is a 24 V battery;
resistance varies from 0-100 Ω; the iron wire inserted is to increase the magnetic force; and there
is a hole in the middle of the plate so the sample can be observed by a microscope.
5.2.2.2 Microscope
An Olympus polarizing microscope (model BHA) was used to observe the alignment and
disorder of magnetic nano particles under a magnetic field. The sample was filled in a Vitrocom
cell, and both ends of the cell were sealed. All experiments were under room temperature.
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Figure 5.5 Scheme of solenoid with a one dimension magnetic field.
5.2.2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
JEOL 100 CX TEM was used to visualize the Co-SiO2 particles. The experiment was
performed by Erick Soto-Cantu.

5.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.6 is the TEM picture of Co-SiO2 particles. The darker color core is a Co core,
which is 10-15 nm in diameter. Unlike surfactant-coated Co particles,20;51 our particles have a
very thick shell which is about 80-100 nm.
Previous results in Russo’s group57 show SiO2-coated cobalt particles had magnetic
properties similar to those of commercial superparamagnetic Fe3O4 latex. After the polypeptide
PCBL was coated on the surface, the Co-SiO2-PCBL particles showed some magnetic hysteresis
and dramatically reduced specific magnetization (M / mass of sample). Chang et al.
characterized morphologies of Co-SiO2 particle assemblies in solution by using an optical
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microscope. Five stages were presented for this reversible process of magnetic-field-induced
assemble / disarrangement.20 The idea was adopted for preliminary characterization of our CoSiO2 particles and Co-SiO2-PBLG particles in different solvent. Figure 5.7 is the scheme of the
five stages of magnetic field induced assembly.

Figure 5.6 TEM picture of Co-SiO2 particles. (ES3.114A) (TEM picture is provided by Erick
Soto-Cantu)
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Figure 5.7 Scheme of magnetic field induced assembly (see text).
A magnetic nanoparticle dispersion was ultrasonically agitated and the particles were
dispersed in solvent very well as shown in stage I. At stage II, after a bar magnet was applied
near the side wall of the vial, nanoparticles formed about centimeter long chains perpendicular to
the side wall of the vial. These chains dropped to the bottom of the vial and aggregated together
after the magnet was removed (stage III). Mildly agitating the dispersion made these chains form
3D coiled structures (stage IV). These coiled structures were broken down, and micro-sized loop
structures were formed after they were vigorously agitated (stage V). The particle suspension
went back to stage I from stage V after it was ultrasonicated. Stage I→II→III→ I gives the most
information of the assembly and disarrangement of magnetic particles. More accurate
examination, such as measuring the hysteresis curve and ZFC/FC experiments, are necessary to
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investigate behaviors of magnetic nanoparticles with an applied magnetic field. A
superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) normally takes a solid sample, but for
our special case, the behavior of Co-SiO2-PBLG may change since the polymer shell collapses
after the sample is dried. At the same time, for a liquid sample, the signal is too weak and the
noise from the solvent background is strong. Our collaborators, in the LSU Physics Department,
are still researching about hysteresis of our Co-SiO2 and Co-SiO2-PBLG in liquid. Here I will
present some results only by using a microscope, and these results provide some information
about how solvent affects the performance of Co-SiO2-PBLG by interacting with the polymer
shell.
5.3.1 Co-SiO2 in Ethanol
Figure 5.8 shows Co-SiO2 particles with a magnet in ethanol (ES3.114A). One can see
the particles are easy to be aligned and dispersed again. Three minutes after the magnetic field
was applied, there were some short chains formed (figure 5.8). Long, well-aligned chains were
formed after 16 minutes, and the distance between two lines is about 10-20 μm (Figure 5.9).
Then the sample was shaken by hand and the long chains were broken (Figure 5.10). A few short
chains remain, maybe because the hand shaking is not strong enough to break the chains to
individual particles. These small-particle blocks contain particles whose magnetic elements are
larger than the critical size, so they are not superparamagnetic and they still interact to each other
after the magnetic field is cancelled. The magnet was left at the same position as in Figure 5.11
and the sample was observed by using microscopy again two hours later. The picture shows the
sample looks almost the same as in Figure 5.11. After ultrasonicated, these magnetic particles
were well re-dispersed to solvent (picture is not shown). This visual result shows that there is no
or very little hysteresis in these particles. These re-dispersed particles could be re-aligned after a
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magnet was reapplied (Figure 5.11). This order-disorder procedure could be repeated many
times.

Short
chain
formed

Figure 5.8 Co-SiO2 in ethanol. Short chains were formed 2-3 minutes after magnetic field
applied. (ES.2.105)

Figure 5.9 Co-SiO2 in ethanol. Long chains were formed 16 minutes after magnetic field was
applied. (same sample as in Figure 5.8)
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Figure 5.10 Co-SiO2 in ethanol. After the magnet was removed and the sample was shaken by
hand, the long chains were broken. (same sample as in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9)

Figure 5.11 Co-SiO2 in ethanol. Long chains were formed again 16 minutes after the magnet was
reapplied. (same sample as in Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10)
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5.3.2 Co-SiO2-PBLG in 1,4-dioxane
After the PBLG chains were grafted onto the surface of the particles, different results
were observed. Figure 5.12 shows the alignment of Co-SiO2-PBLG in 1,4-dioaxne which is a
poor solvent for PBLG.
Grafted with PBLG, the particles could still be aligned (Figure 5.12) with an applied
magnet and they responded to the rotation of the magnetic field, but the aligned lines were
shorter than the ones of Co-SiO2. Perhaps the PBLG shell reduces the specific magnetization,
which also happened for PCBL grafted Co-SiO2 particles.57 After several repetitions of applying
and removing the magnetic field, the particles tended to aggregate.

Figure 5.12 Co-SiO2-PBLG particles in 1,4- dioxane. Chains were formed 20 minutes after
magnet was applied. (ES2.113)
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5.3.3 Co-SiO2-PBLG in m-cresol
Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 are the Co-SiO2-PBLG in m-cresol with a rotated magnetic
field. Figure 5.13 is the picture of the alignment in m-cresol 1 hour after the magnetic field was
applied.
It takes a longer period to align the particles, possibly because of the high viscosity of mcresol at room temperature. On the other hand, one can see the aligned line is even shorter and
the aligned lines are much fewer compared with those in dioxane. The chains are fuzzy
compared to Figure 5.9. It can be speculated that in good solvent m-cresol, the non-aggregated
polymer chains “straighten up” from the particle surface, which behaves like thicker shell and
consequently reduces magnetization more dramatically. Figure 5.14 shows how the particles
have lost their alignment after the magnet was cancelled.

Figure 5.13 Co-SiO2-PBLG in m-cresol. Several short chains were formed one hour after magnet
was applied. (ES 2.113)
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Figure 5.14 Co-SiO2-PBLG in m-cresol. The aligned chains lost the alignment after magnetic
field was cancelled. (same sample as in figure 5.13)

5.3.4 Co-SiO2-PBLG in Pyridine
It is very difficult to see the assembled lines of Co-SiO2-PBLG particles dispersed in
pyridine, which is a good solvent for PBLG polypeptide. Big pieces of aggregates were observed
and they were very difficult to be broken down (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.15 Aggregations of Co-SiO2-PBLG in pyridine. (ES 2.113)
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5.3.5 Polymer Shell and Solvent Effects
Comparing to the behavior of these magnetic particles with or without PBLG polymer in
different solvents, one can notice first, after the PBLG polymer shell is grafted, the particles are
more difficult to be aligned, apparently, the grafted PBLG polymer shell (or the process of
placing the shell on the silica core) reduces the particle’s magnetization and the same
phenomenon was observed for PCBL-grafted Co-SiO2 particles.57 It seems that Co-SiO2-PBLG
particles do not behave as superparamagnets any more after the magnetic field is removed, the
particles can’t move freely and particles tend to aggregate after several repetitions of applying
and removing the magnetic field. This is may be because polymer brushes (from different
particles) entwine and there are more inter-twists with more repetitions. The reduction of
magnetization after polymer addition remains mysterious, because the SiO2 is very thick (about
80-100 nm) and the microscope observations showed that the Co-SiO2 sample behaved almost
the same long period of time after it was prepared.
The way that solvent affects these particles mainly comes from the effect on grafted
polymer. In the good solvent pyridine, the polymer chains should be extended and form rigid
rods. The particles move together after the particles’ response to the magnetic field. As long as
the particles meet each other, they enmesh, and the particles can’t adjust their positions to align
themselves. For a poor solvent like 1,4-dioxane, the polymer chains collapse on the surface and a
solid-like polymer shell is formed. The shell decreases the magnetic property of the Co-SiO2, but
helps these particles stay separated, so the particles still can get parallel aligned lines and the
lines are just shorter than the one that Co-SiO2 particles form. Pyridine and m- cresol both are
good solvents for PBLG, but m-cresol (17.296 cp, 20 °C) has a much higher viscosity than
pyridine (0.954 cp, 20 °C), and this is also can be described by saying that Co-SiO2-PBLG
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particles “diffuse” in m-cresol much slower than in pyridine. So, after a magnetic field is applied,
the particles in m-cresol have some time to be arranged before they get together.
As mentioned before, all of these are preliminary results. More quantitative data e.g., the
hysteresis loop, the ZFC/FC curve, are needed to be investigated and explained about what really
happens between these particles.
In order to verify the effect of a polypeptide shell, the best way is 1) compare the
magnetic properties of Co-SiO2 particles with Co-SiO2-polypeptpide particles; 2) remove the
polypeptide shells; 3) compare the particles (the shells have been removed) with Co-SiO2
particles. If the particles (after the polypeptide shells are removed) behave not the same as the
Co-SiO2 particles, one has to do further investigation whether the change of magnetic properties
is from aging of the particles or other factors.

5.4 Conclusions
SiPCPs with nano-sized (in this case it is 10-15 nm) cobalt core gives magnetic properties
to these particles. Based on microscope observations, Co-SiO2 particles in ethanol are easily
aligned with the external magnetic field and can be dispersed again after the magnetic field is
removed and subsequently ultrasonicated. The particles present a different magnetic behavior
after the polypeptides are grafted and then are dispersed in different solvents. The Co-SiO2PBLG particles still can be aligned with a magnetic field in poor solvent of PBLG (1,4- dioxane),
but the aligned lines are shorter than the ones of those lined formed by Co-SiO2 particles. In the
good but very viscous solvent m-cresol, it is more difficult to align these particles, and the
aligned lines are even shorter. These particles always form a large aggregation before they get
aligned in the good solvent pyridine. It seems possible that the solvent affects the polypeptide
shell and consequently changes the magnetic behavior of the Co-SiO2-PBLG particles, but a
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detail study in which polypeptide-coated and bare core particles are aged under identical
condition has yet to be completeted.

5.5 Future Work
More magnetic property measurements such as hysteresis loop and FC/ZFC experiments
are needed to provide more details. In addition, since the polypeptide shell is one of the most
important factors, the effect of the shell thickness, the surface density, the polypeptide
conformation and the different types of polypeptide shell can all be interesting topics and are
worth being studied further.
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